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Posters condemned Theme housing to continue
as anti - Semitic
by Laura Brown

by Keri Anne Fox

"We are appalled at the
apathy... Yet again, the Bates com¬
munity has proven that it will only
react to an issue that directly affects
the majority," Rachel Cymrot '00
and Meghan Cherner-Ranft '99, co¬
conveners of the Jewish Cultural
Community (JCC), said. "The inci¬
dent of this past weekend affects
eveyone on this campus - a draw¬
ing of Hitler and swastikas should
create fear in EVERYONE, and
should not be so readily dis¬
missed."

Last Friday, a student put
up signs which were seen by a seg¬
ment of the campus as
offen¬
sive. He states that his original in¬
tent was to spark a campus discus¬
sion about the ramifications of
cloning. Instead, the posters
prompted questions of antiSemitism and hate crimes became
the focus of discussion, because the
images used in the anti-cloning
posters were viewed as antiSemitic and of¬
■ The Hate
fensive.
and
The two
"The incident of this Crimes
Bias Incidents
posters
con¬
tained images of
past weekend affects Committee
convenes
Hitler and sheep
eveyone on this
For the
colored blue and
first twentyyellow. (To, the
campus - a drawing of four hours, the
author
ex¬
plained, give the
Hitler and swastikas posters were
treated as a ma¬
impression of
should create fear in licious hate
Aryan sheep.)
crime, as the
The purpose be¬
EVERYONE and
Hate Crimes
hind the pic¬
and Bias Inci¬
tures, he said,
shoidd not be so
dent Commit¬
was to draw the
connection be¬
readily dismissed." tee convened to
tween cloning
discuss the situ¬
and Hitler's eu¬
ation.
Rachel Cymrot '00 and
genics experi¬
On Sat¬
Meghan Chemer-Ranft '99 urday morning,
ments, human
experiments to
"the Commit¬
clone Hitler's vision of the perfect,
tee reviewed them [the posters]
Aryan, being.
and tried to make sense of what the
Many students who saw
intent of the posters was. We pretty
the posters did not see the hidden
much interpreted it to be an antimeaning. The Nazi images were
Semitic statement so we put to¬
characterized as disturbing.
gether a letter addressing that opin¬
"When I first saw the
ion and tried to explain what was
poster, I was greatly affected, but
problematic in terms of the poster,"
hearing his defense, I can see
said James Reese, Associate Dean
where he's coming from. I think the
of Students.
message could have been gotten
Although it was later dis¬
across in so many different ways,"
covered that the intent was not
said Jill Firestone, '99, one of the
hateful or intended to be antistudents who reported the signs.
Semitic, it has been made clear that
Additionally, the lack of
good intentions do not erase the
student discussion regarding the
negative effect of the signs.
posters was troubling to some.
Continued on Page 5.

,

When I first heard about
the Spanish house, I thought it was
a neat idea. Not necessarily for
people whose native language was
Spanish, but for anyone who en¬
joyed speaking it. I admittedly
knew little about the house, the
people who live there, and what
exactly it meant to live in a theme
house. I thought the people who
lived there just spoke. Spanish
whenever they wanted (since ev¬
eryone supposedly could under¬
stand them), and maybe made a
Spanish meal or watched movies in

"[Theme housing]
gives the dorm a
personality. It also
instills a stronger
sense of community
for the students
[who live there]
when they all have
a common interest."
Ellen Daniels '97
Spanish every once in a while.
Contrary to my ignorant assump¬
tions, however, there is more to af¬
finity housing than just saying
‘‘Hola!’"when you pass someone
on the stairs.
According to Matt
Arsenault, Housing Coordinator,
the establishment of theme houses
was intended to facilitate both aca¬
demic and personal commonali¬
ties. In other words, they're sup¬
posed to be educational and fun at
the same time. While the houses
will be essentially student designed
and empowered, they must follow
set co-curricular guidelines. They
must have a faculty advisor, a

A peek into a room in this year's theme house.

house council, and specific pro¬
gramming, such as speakers or
trips.
Some of the themes being
considered for next year include a
volunteer house, a food co-op, and
an East Asian languages house.
There are several benefits
to this kind of housing. Students
incorporate learning of both lan¬
guage and culture into their daily
lives. Another positive aspect is
that "it draws faculty into the resi¬
dential life of the students," says
Arsenault. "It facilitates faculty

Amanda Hinnant photo.

engagement with the students on
a more personal level." Ellen
Daniels '97, who originally pro¬
posed the food co-op house, sup¬
ports affinity housing because "it
gives the dorm a personality. It also
instills a stronger sense of commu¬
nity for the students [who live
there] when they all have a com¬
mon interest."
Affinity housing is not
without complications, however.
One of the larger problems, in
terms of a language house, is the
Continued on Page 4.

The Inside Track
Romeo vs. Juliet; a look back
Romie instead of Romeo. Julio instead of'Juliet. A drag-addicted nun, crazy light¬

Sports return to the Student!
The Features section takes an in-depth look into the Natural Sciences at Bates College.

ing. a disturbing scene of abuse, and analtogether modernized message. Thisconfro-

Look at this issue through the strange eyes of Emile and his friends. Delve into

versial reissue of Shakespere’s classic bile of true love and twisted fate looks at main¬

questions of diversity in the sciences, cells and you, and t.he importance of science in

stream issues through the broken glass of cynical conteinporai y life. Will love ever he

our- lives. Additionally, look at the place of women in inath and sciences. As

the same?

awareness of the issue increases, more questions arise.
Find out in the Student, Find out in ... ARTS, [age 24.

Turn to Sports... on pages 26-27.

Rage 2
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Weekend Weather
Friday: Hoth'-ian conditions force students to move from
class to class on Ton-Tons. One particularly chilly soul
sliced his mount, and slept in the innards. EEEW!!!!
Saturday and Sunday: Same.
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Abacus is born again
by Michael Della Bitta

In this week's N EWS section: a questionable sign
appears on campus, and the author steps forward.
This incident touches upon issues of race and antiSemitism on campus. Also: News looks at pos¬
sible changes in housing. The faculty discusses
the Science general education requirement. Aba¬
cus is killed (long live abacus), and the Den grows
even funkier.

Features,
Organizations discuss the days and nights
of their little-noticed campus doings. Jobs are ex¬
plained. The series on Education at Bates contin¬
ues, this time through the eyes of Alice, through
the curricular looking-glass. She’s looking at the
Sciences.
And, as always... the horoscope.

Around Campus : iotsa stuff about campus.
Around it, that is.
Then visit Forum: Shawn P. O'Leary retracts and
clarifies his position on the e-mail incident. Let¬
ters regarding the controversial signs are printed.
The author of the signs apologizes in a letter to
the editor.

Students returning from
February break may have noticed a
few subtle changes when logging
on to Abacus, the computer used for
e-mail and other various applica¬
tions. After a semester full of full
Abacus accounts and slow appli¬
cations, many students were sur¬
prised to note that everything rang¬
ing from logging-in to accessing fin¬
ger in¬
forma¬
tion is
much
faster
than
before.

machine, and this limit can be set
higher in the future if necessary. At
the old machine maximum load,
the current machine displays no
slowdown.
The machine that used to
be Abacus is now called Sneezy,
and is available by typing 'telnet
sneezy' at the prompt when logged
into Abacus. It is still kept online
because many of the statistical ap¬
plications that students used on the
former
Aba¬
cus are
1 i censed
ver¬
sions
that
will only run on Sneezy. Getting
versions that would run on the new
machine would require disruptive
changes that Information Services
felt should wait until the semester
is over.
The Bates Webserver cur¬
rently runs on Sneezy, which has
sped access to Bates webpages up
quite a bit because the machine is
under a significantly reduced load.
Once the Webserver is transferred
to the new machine, there will be
another increase in speed.
The whole operation of
switching the computers required
a lot of work and research, and was
acted out over a long period before
the actual transition.
For all intents and pur¬
poses, the new Abacus should
function in the same manner as the
old. If students experience prob¬
lems in the transition, they should
contact the Information Services
Helpdesk.

Abacus is dead; long live Abacus!

This change became possible beraiisp Ahams was recently updatpd
to a new machine over break. The
load of many users being logged in
at once was too much for the old
machine to bear, creating large
slowdown problems.
To get the details, I spoke
with a representative of Bates Col¬
lege Information Services, who re¬
quested: "Don't misquote me, and
don't use my name!"
Regardless, my contact re¬
vealed several facts. The new ma¬
chine, still called Abacus because it
performs most of the functions that
people associate with the name

mental operations the computer
can execute in a second.
This new machine offers a
large speed increase over the last
one, owing to a newer processor, a
faster clock speed, more memory,
and the fact that it is 64 bit. The
new machine also features a larger
and faster disk with 8 extra
gigabytes of room, which translates
to more space for system and user
files (and additional users).
The reasons for upgrading
the machine were manyfold. The
new machine allows more simul¬
taneous users at once, and faster
access for those users. The old
machine, at the
busiest time of
day, would stag¬
Online
ger under the
normal load of
Resources
about 200 users.
Library, Bales
The current limit
Computing Resources,
of simultaneous
Around Cyberspace
logins is set at 256
for the current

This week, RrtS looks at the suave sounds of
Gala bands, Romeo vs. Juliet is reviewed, and
the Calendar surveys the Maine arts scene.

Sports: Skiing is re-examined, the NCAA tour¬
nament is discussed, and other sports issues are
perused and talked about.

Abacus (e.g., e-mail, news, finger,
and so on), is a Dec Alpha 1000A
4/233. ("Now with more rods and
beads for faster calculations!")
Apparently, the '4' repre¬
sents the generation of processor in
the machine, which means that it's
better than a '3' but not as good as
a '5.' The '233' represents the clock
speed of the machine in megahertz,
higher being faster. The clock
speed represents how many funda-

dll!

Bates Women's weekend:
Today: Women's Health Discussion - 4:30 pm in the Multicultural House

And (of course) that Seventh Section...

lounge.

Saturday: Aromatherapy Workshop -12-3 pm in Skelton Lounge
Del Rey: Blues Concert and Coffeehouse- 8 pm in Chase Lounge.
Sunday: Massage Workshop -12-3 pm in the Silo.
Paula Kamen, feminist commentator and author - 4 pm in Muskie.
£ £ SL
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The Den: not a burger joint anymore
Plans made to renovate the Den, change the menu, and maybe serve beer
light the history and tradition of the
college," will also be added to re¬
At the beginning of this emphasize qualities of Bates.
year, Bates students were amazed
The Committee is trying
to return to a subtly changed Den.
to create a more comfortable gath¬
Improvements included a new ering area with a new program¬
squishie machine, which serves ming concept that would eradicate
tasty flavored ices, a salad bar com¬ the stage in the middle of the room,
plete with sneeze guard, and new renovate the counter area, bring in
tables. This semester, the college round tables and recover old
has been introduced Krank20, a chairs. A new stage would be
very caffeinated, water-like bever¬ placed in the back of the Den,
age which was cre¬
where Bates
ated by a Bates grad. ————
as well as
These
local musi¬
changes are only the
"This does not mean cians and
beginning. Rumors
entertainers
that the Den will
of a changed menu,
can
per¬
a new, trendy atmo¬
form.
become a beer hall.
sphere, and even the
The
possibility of beer
Committee
Everything will be
being served on
is also con¬
done in strict
weekends may ac¬
sidering the
tually come true.
possibility
accordance with
of acquiring
■ Renovations, mu¬
a
large
Maine state laws."
sicians, and per¬
screen tele¬
-Peter Taylor,
haps a T.V.
vision that
The Office
could be
Coordinator of Student
of Student Affairs
used
to
Activities
and Campus Dining
show CNN,
Services are work¬
sports, or
ing on a proposal, currently in its movies.
exploration phase, to renovate the
Den. The proposal is targeted at ■ A new, zestier menu
and
changes to the physical appearance, maybe even beer
which includes a modification of
In addition to this, there
the lighting and will also add to the will be changes in the menu that
current Den menu.
will create a more restaurant or bis¬
The changes are aimed at tro style ambiance. Bob Volpi ex¬
"enhancing the atmosphere, and plained that the menu will have a
recreating the Bobcat Den," accord¬ few additions but will remain ba¬
ing to Peter Taylor.
sically the same. The proposed ad¬
Old pictures "that high- ditions include pizza, through the
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the
RA minutes
■ Committee members are called,
Budget Committee is finally filled

by Jennifer Peterson

Parliamentarian Sherard Ware re¬
ported that all students who serve
on student/faculty committees
should come to the next RA meet¬
ing (March 17) to give a brief report
to the body on the activities of their
committee.
Treasurer Jenn Stuart announced
that an alternate to the Budget
Committee had been selected.
■ Co-Sponsorships
A $225 co-sponsorship for the Re¬
publicans was brought before the
body. This co-sponsorship would
help bring Star Parker to campus.
Parker is an African-American
woman who would address issues
of conservatism and race, and al¬
ternatives to abortion and welfare.
The body approved the co-sponsorship. Also brought before the
body for consideration was a $250
co-sponsorship for the Deansmen,
for the recently held Rockapella
concert. This was approved.
■ Short Term: the game is afoot!
The Short Term Activities Commit¬
tee reported that they had already
started planning for short term.
They sent letters to all organiza¬
tional leaders asking for sugges¬
tions for activities.
Two students stare in amazement at the new and improved Den.
installation of a new pizza oven,
foccacia sandwiches, and an en¬
hanced pastry menu to compli¬
ment the wide varieties of coffees

IS

Students were happy with the new tables. Soon, however, the Den will change even more.

■

■

file photo.

already offered.
There is also the possibil¬
ity of a limited service of alcohol
during certain hours on Friday and
Saturday evenings by trained waitstaff and bartenders. Peter Taylor
emphasizes that "this does not
mean that the Den will become a
beer hall. Everything will be done
in strict accordance with Maine
state laws. "
Depending on what the
college accepts, most of the changes
are targeted for the beginning of
next year. The College Dining Ser¬
vices has already begun to imple¬
ment changes, including the new
tables and chairs, that will be done
by Short Term.
This proposal, along with
the coffee house proposal, has
come about as the administration
has recognized a need for a student
gathering place. "[We need] more
social outlets for students, espe¬
cially in the later hours. The new
Den will be a classy place where
people can come to meet comfort¬
ably," says Peter Taylor.
It is still uncertain when,
or how many, of the proposals will
be adopted by the college. How¬
ever, students and staff should look
for some changes during Short
Term.

Krank-20... beverage or food? Godsend or devil spawn? Find oat in...,the Den!

■ A coffee house on race is pro¬
posed, Bates allies with Bowdoin
and Colby, and the RA becomes
cyber-sawy.
Reports are made for the purchase
of an RA Computer: Sherard Ware
reported that the best deal came
from 110 Russell Street. It would
cost about $2300 including a DOS
card, printer, keyboard, etc. The
body approved the purchase of a
computer.
The Dean's Advisory Committee
met the next day, and members of
the body requested that the repre¬
sentative bring up the coffee house
and a policy on campus racial is¬
sues.
The Bates-Bowdoin-Colby InterCollegiate Alliance was presented
at the last meeting, and this week
it was brought up again for the
body's consideration. It would es¬
tablish an Ambassador and an As¬
sistant Ambassador to serve as
Bates' liaison with representatives
from the other two colleges. This
was passed.

Write! Like
your life
depended on
It!
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for their Internet Explorer 3.0 flaws,
announced plans for the release of
a test copy of Explorer 4.0.
Microsoft intends for its new soft¬
ware to serve in place of the cur¬
rent Windows95 desktop.
Bates:
Dean of Students F. Celeste
Branham takes a 5-week medical
leave: students requiring assistance
should contact Deans Steven Saw¬
yer and James Reese.
The Committee on Curriculum and
Calendar arediscussing alternative
approaches to Short Term. Ridding
Bates of the 1-course semester will
not occur, proposals include mak¬
ing Short Term grades count to¬
wards GPA and moving the Term
to either January or September.
Maine:
The state Judiciary Committee re¬
views a bill that would allow vot¬
ers to ban same-sex marriages.

A proposal to take the Confeder¬
ate flag off the South Carolina
Statehouse dome and move it else¬
where on the Capitol grounds
probably won't succeed this year.
N.Y. Senate bans partial-birth abor¬
tions.
Bank of America extends
healthcare to gay partners.
Entertainment:
Rapper Notorious B.I.G., winner of
Billboard Music Awards' rap artist
and rap single of the year, was slain
in Los Angeles in a drive-by shoot¬
ing. Police have no suspects.

Bowdoin College to phase-out fra¬
ternities and sororities over next
four years.

'Ellen' tapes long-awaited comingout episode, a television first, air¬
ing April 30 on ABC. It is rumored
that k.d. lang and Melissa
Etheridge will appear.

National:
The FBI is hunting for a third man
who may be involved in the Okla¬
homa City bombing case.

TV industry plans to modify program-rating system to give more
information about sexual and vio¬
lent content in programs.

U.S. troops will leave Bosnia by
June 1998, according to Secretary
Cohen.

Sports:
Kansas, Minnesota, Kentucky, and
North Carolina win top seeds in
NCAA basketball tournament.

Politics:
New reports claims the FBI warned
six congressmen that China would
try to influence them with illegal
contributions. Clinton angered
that he was not cautioned.

NFL owners looking for league ex¬
pansion.

Netscape Communications Corp.
announced a third generation of its
software intended to compete with
Microsoft Corp. and intensify
Netscape's focus on the corporate
marketplace.
International:
Talks were stalled shortly after Pe¬
ruvian mediators were permitted
to enter the Japanese consulate's
residence.
Weird:
Seven men have been beaten and
burned to death in Ivory Coast's
commercial capital of Abidjan by
angry mobs accusing them of be¬
ing penis-shrinking sorcerers.
A disabled French journalist, who
dictated a 150-page book letter af¬
ter letter by winking his left eye,
has died less than a week after the
book's publication.
A Taiwanese journalist doused
himself with gasoline and hijacked
a domestic flight to China, threat¬
ening to set himself on fire. Chinese
police arrested the hijacker shortly
after the plane landed in the Chi¬
nese coastal city of Xiamen. There
were no reports of injuries.
by Jeremy Villano
This column is compiled from various
media and news outlets.
-

Science & Technology:
Microsoft, who recently issued a fix

Theme houses: new frats?
Continued from Page 1

to fraternities.
the possible frat-like quality that
fluency level of the residents. If one
Also, how do you distin¬
can be somewhat inherent in this
type of housing situation,
or two students don't speak at the guish between people who truly
same level as the others, they might
want to participate in the program
Arsenault believes this will not be
an imminent
feel somewhat ex¬
threat. He
cluded from the
said that a lot
rest of the group.
What might be the ramifications of sectioning of students
There is
chose
to
also the question of
off a certain segment of the population? Or
come here
whether or not it is
wise to segregate
what if a group of friends decided it would be over other
schools be¬
the campus. Bates
fun to live together and made up a theme just cause of the
prides itself in its
lack of frater¬
lack of a fraternity/
to get their own house?
nities. These
exclusionary atmo¬
students pre¬
sphere. Yet, with
and those who sign up just to get a
sumably would not want to bring
Bates' goal to unify the College
that kind of atmosphere into the af¬
good room?
community into one big happy
In an effort to eliminate
finity houses.
family, what might be the ramifi¬
some of these problems, the Hous¬
The overall consensus
cations of sectioning off a certain
ing Office has set up some guide¬
seems to be in favor of theme
segment of the population?
houses despite potential logistical
Or what if a group of lines governing the specifics of the
program. For example, each theme
problems.
friends decided it would be fun to
house can exist for only one year.
Arsenault said that affin¬
live together and made up a theme
Also, not more than one or two
ity housing will remain an option
just to get their own house? And
for "as long as the positive aspects
then there's the sometimes- men¬ houses will be established each
year, depending on the demand.
outweigh the negative, and as long
tioned fear that affinity housing
As for the concern over
as the students are interested."
might develop into something akin

Odd in Hirer women, and one in sewn nidi will lx\sexnall\
assaulted in I heir liretime.
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It is International Women's and Rape Awareness week. Get involved.

Science requirement
discussed by faculty
by Sarah Gunn
The faculty held its
monthly meeting last Monday.
While routine business was con¬
ducted, the bulk of faculty debate
and discussion centered around the
proposed General Education
(Gened) requirements.
These proposals will, if
accepted, change the baccalaureate
degree requirements for all enter¬
ing classes beginning with the
Class of 2001. For the past two
months, the proposals have been
argued in forums ranging from for¬
mal faculty and student meetings
to a newly formed gened chat
group over the internet.
■ The sciences: no symposium,
perhaps a third course
The meeting centered
mainly upon the proposed change
to the science requirement. This
policy would move the number of
required science classes from three
to two. Additionally, a poster fair
would be adopted. The proposal
reads: "Each student completes a
pair of courses in the natural sci¬
ences, and participates in a college¬
wide general education science
symposium."
While specific aspects of
the proposal were debated, consen¬
sus was raised regarding one issue:
the symposium. Due to wide¬
spread student and faculty protest
to the idea, the symposium will
most likely be dropped from the
final proposal.
"While we agree with the
goals, we do not agree with the pro¬
posals," Biology professor Pam
Baker said. "They can't be met in
two courses, and the addition of the
symposium will not achieve what
a third course would."
Additionally, the idea of a
symposium, which ideally would
involve independent and unique
research, did not seem feasible to
many professors.
"It is unrealistic to think
that all students [taking science
courses] would achieve the level of
knowledge needed to participate,"

said one Geology professor.
A third science course will
probably take the place of a sym¬
posium. The requirements would
most likely allow interdisciplinary
courses, like certain environmental
studies and psychology classes,
and perhaps humanities courses
like the Philosophy of Science,
which places ethical issues into the
context of scientific discourse.
While science professors
seemed to back the idea of a third
course, other professors disagreed
with the idea of requiring more sci¬
ence.
"This is implicitly repro¬
ducing the hierarchy that sciences
are the first on the academic rung,"
History professor Liz Tobin said.
Other professors noted
that science majors are required to
take many social science and hu¬
manities courses, and that intro¬
ductory level courses are needed to
"debunk preconceptions" about
science and the scientific method.
Consensus was not
reached regarding the issue of sci¬
ence requirements. The debate
continues, however. The faculty is
currently in an extended "firstreading" period. To facilitate de¬
bate, several extra faculty meetings
will be held on March 17 and 24.
On March 31, the process will en¬
ter a "second reading" period, and
the specific proposals should be
voted on shortly after that date.
■ Other business— the faculty
will increase in size
In other business, the
President assured the faculty that
the College is committed to increas¬
ing the number of faculty mem¬
bers. The new gened requirements
may necessitate an increase of two
or three members.
"I would be willing to de¬
fend to the trustees and others an
increase to 157 [faculty] or so by
1998-1999," Harward said. This
would involve an increase of ap¬
proximately 6 positions.
Harward hopes to end the
decade with 158 members on the
faculty.
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Questions raised regarding anti-Semitism and intent
for an act that was considered hurt¬
ful and offensive by many.
"I had a friend who heard
"We condemn the act of
making a poster with those kinds about it, who thought I might have
of references, regardless of intent. done it ... I went over to the
They are offensive and upsetting to Multicultural Center and talked to
everyone on campus, particularly someone in the JCC," said
Jewish students. We found these Stamoulis
Stamoulis came forward
images disturbing and the insensi¬
tivity especially alarming. The fact "at the JCC Bagel Brunch, claiming
that this particular student did not responsibility for drawing the post¬
understand the impact these im¬ ers. The student met with the
ages would have on others is very Deans and eventually met with the
Hate
troubling," said
Crimes and
Cymrot
and
Bias Inci¬
Cherner-Ranft.
"His intent was not dent Com¬
mittee and
■ What happened
to be offensive and he apologized
to the Com¬
That Satur¬
was not making a
mittee for
day
afternoon,
Arthur Stamoulis political statement, or the posters
and agreed
'98 came forward as
to write a
any other kind of
the student who
letter to The
placed the signs.
statement, about
Student as
The
se¬
Jerquence of events
Jewish people, so we well,"
e
m
y
began when a stu¬
Pelofsky, '97
decided to write a
dent asked for help
and Trea¬
in educating the
letter
and
explain
the
surer of the
campus, "around
JCC said.
issues of cloning
incident as such"
technology. I made
James Reese,
■
The
several suggestions,
Dean
of Students
committee's
one of which was
decision
talking to profes¬
sors; one of which was [posters] to
The Committee decided
provoke thought and to get people
thinking about the issues," said that this incident should not go
before the Student Conduct Com¬
Stamoulis.
"Separately, on my own, I mittee for a variety of reasons, of
made four posters, or signs, that which intent and sincerity of apol¬
tried to warn people about nega¬ ogy played an important role.
"He
explained
his
tive implications of cloning tech¬
nology. With one sign in particu¬ [Stamoulis'] view in terms of the
lar, I tried to draw the connection narrative of the poster and we ex¬
that cloning was the type of tech¬ plained that the narrative of the
nology the Nazis would have been poster was quite confusing," said
Reese.
in favor of," he said.
"His intent was not to be
"At the time I thought I
was being clear, but in reality I offensive and he was not making a
wasn't being clear at all and people political statement, or any other
interpreted it as pro-Nazi and pro¬ kind of statement, about Jewish
people, so we decided to write a let¬
eugenics," Stamoulis continued.
Considering the fact that ter and explain the incident as
thus far, no Bates student has been • such," the Dean continued.
In addition to the letter al¬
identified "as a perpetrator of a
hate crime," according to Reese, it ready received by the campus, and
is surprising someone stepped for¬ the letter of apology in the edition
ward and claimed responsibility of The Student, the Deans office is
Continued from Page 1

planning a campus-wide discus¬
sion which will incorporate this
incident, as well as others on the
topic of cultural sensitivity for a
date to be announced shortly.
"The forum that the Com¬
mittee spoke of must come quickly
though so as not to lose momen¬
tum. I will personally hold the
Deans responsible for that task. It
must come from the institution in
this case," said Pelofsky.
■ New World responds

Also being questioned
about the incident is the New
World Coalition, of which
Stamoulis is a member.
"Arthur made the posters,
but we all saw them before they
went out and that's where our re¬
sponsibility and mistake lies .. .we
stupidly didn't realize that people
could interpret it as . . . antiSemitic," said Beka Smith,'"97.
While the New World
Coalition was quick to accept re¬
sponsibility for the signs as well,

Stamoulis made it clear that he
acted on his own.
"I was really irresponsible
in using those symbols [Hitler,
swastikas, Aryan sheep] in a way
that wasn't crystal clear ... I take
responsibility for my actions,"
apologized Stamoulis.
"When I was there [with
the Deans and the committee], I
offered an explanation. First of all,
for the signs, and then I said I was
going to apologize to anyone who
felt offended or hurt by the signs,"
he continued.
■ Opinion

Inside opinions on the ac¬
tion taken by the Hate Crimes and
Bias Incident Committee vary on
the details, but appear positive.
"Overall, we are satisfied
with the efforts of the committee.
We were pleased that a letter was
sent out so quickly . . . The
Committee's actions this past
weekend are a positive step to¬
wards making this campus more

aware of the pervasive nature of
this problem," said Cymrot and
Cherner-Ranft.
"I think it's really good
that they [the Committee] have
tried to promote an awareness of
this by sending out the letter and
having a Committee meeting. Ob¬
viously, the last thing we wanted
to do was put out posters that
people would find anti-Semitic, but
at the same time I'm glad that the
college isn't ignoring it,"said
Smith.
"I don't necessarily think
its right to punish him severely, but
the current actions taken by the
Committee seem to be too lenient,"
said Firestone.
"I think the Committee
handled the situation as best as
possible . . . but I do hope that the
Dean's Office comes forward to
help this student find a proper
venue to learn more about antiSemitism, as well as other biases
that our culture tends to perpetu¬
ate," said Pelofsky.
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Sangai Asia: Forward and beyond
by Else Kyyro
Sangai Asia, the Bates College
Asian organization, is enjoying a busy and
exciting year. Formerly the Bates Asian So¬
ciety, the club changed its name in the early
1990s to underline its openness to the en¬
tire Bates community. Sangai, Nepalese for
togetherness, describes the way the club
brings together Asians, Asian-Americans
and all others interested in Asia-related is¬
sues. Not surprisingly, the club has mem¬
bers from all different parts of the world,
regardless of ethnic origin. Sangai Asia or¬
ganizes informal get-togethers and events,
such as this year's upcoming Film Festi¬
val, and conference visits to Smith,
Harvard, Bowdoin, and Colby.
The many highlights of the year
started with the annual Smith conference
organized by the Smith Asian Students As¬
sociation (ASA) in November. Workshops
dealing with writing, pop culture, and fine
art, and lectures by speakers like Chinese
poet Bei Dao, drew students from all over
New England. A larger event was the an¬
nual Harvard conference in February.
Speakers at Harvard included journalist
Connie Chung, novelist Gish Jen, and Di¬
rector of the US department of Health and
Human services Office of Civil Rights,
Dennis Hayashi. The conference was at¬
tended by over 350 people, who in addi¬
tion to hearing the lectures also learned
how to make lassi and sushi and master
Asian drinking games. The other of two
annual BBC, Bates-Bowdoin-Colby, confer¬
ences was held on March 1 at Bowdoin.
The atmosphere was mellow, with infor¬
mal discussion, cooking, a lecture on

karaoke and a slide show. Inter¬
estingly, I found this conference
the most gratifying to attend.
Getting together with a couple of
dozen people from the three col¬
leges turned out pleasant and in¬
spiring. Talking about events in
the colleges we realized how
much we have in common and
what a powerbase we actually
have in the three college alliance.
The general consensus was that
we should try to work together
as much as possible, organize
events, and exchange ideas for
the future. In fact, this may ap¬
ply to many more organizations
than just the ASAs of these
schools. Next fall it is Sangai
Asia's turn to hold a conference,
and I hope both old and new
members will bring in ideas on
how to make this event special.
Sangai Asia meets every
Wednesday at 7 pm in the
Multicultural House upstairs
lounge. We talk about future
events, get together for movies
and dinner, and discuss current
issues. This spring we also dis¬
tributed a newsletter to all the
members telling about our past,
present, and future events. We are espe¬
cially excited about our first annual Asian
Pacific American Film Festival starting this
week on March 14. On Friday, we will
show a collection of APA short films. On
Saturday, March 15, Vietnamese writer,
film-maker, and philosopher, Trinh T.
Minh-ha, will visit Bates to talk about her

Brombled by Bromley

film 'Tale of Love'. The following Friday,
March 21, there will be a showing of the
world-renowned documentary on the
1989 Tiananmen massacre, 'The Gate of
Heavenly Peace.' This event will be accom¬
panied by a speech by director Carma
Hinton. She will be at Bates on Friday with

co-director Richard Gordon to talk about
their work to Bates students and faculty.
Details of the showing times will be posted
in the Bates Daily. All showings will take
place in Olin 104. We all hope that you can
join the Sangai Asia Film Festival and help
make it a success. Welcome!

Pink in the night, pink in the morning
by Gilligan and the Skipper too

Captain Bromley's riggings

The most common comment Bates
sailors received last fall was, "I didn't
know we had a Sailing Team." Students
had good reason for their ignorance, since
the Sailing Club at Bates has not flourished
in recent years, but it does, in fact, have a
long history at the college. A group of stu¬
dents started the Club in the 1960's with
the purchase of a few boats from the 50's.
Although the club did not have a water¬
front facility or top notch equipment, a
hearty bunch of sailors kept the club at a
recreational level until the early 1990's.
Unfortunately, interest in sailing took a
downturn during this time and the boats
began to show their age. With little or no
interest in the club, the college had not
made an investment in new boats since
the 70's, leaving the club with nothing to
sail.
The status of the Sailing Club had
reached an all time low in the fall of 1995.
Because of a lack of activity on the club's

part, the Athletic Department no longer
considered Sailing an active club on cam¬
pus. Then in the spring of 1996, a newly
elected group of officers made a commit¬
ment to revive the club. Working closely
with Athletics and the President's Office,
the club increased its membership and be¬
gan attending intercollegiate races on a
regular schedule. Knowing that the club
would not succeed without practices, the
officers began to lobby the college for as¬
sistance in purchasing a new fleet. At the
beginning of fall semester last year, the
club purchased 6 Flying Juniors from
Dartmouth College and finally had its
practice fleet.
Fall of 1996 saw the most activity in
the club's history. In addition to holding
practices at the club's new site on the
Androscoggin River, team members also
taught a learn-to-sail class to bring more
beginners into the club. In an effort to
move from a recreational club to a fully
competitive racing team, members at¬
tended 15 regattas during the fall. Team

members Hollie Burroughs and Chris
Allen raced especially well, defeating
teams from MIT, Dartmouth, Tufts, and
other nationally ranked schools at many
regattas. To reflect this shift towards com¬
petitive racing the club officially changed
its name to the Bates College Sailing Team.
The Sailing Team always welcomes
new members. No prior knowledge of
sailing is required, but members should
have a willingness to learn and be part of
an athletic team. The team takes pride in
teaching the art of sailing to all those in¬
terested. Unfortunately, due to the cold
water temperatures and a short semester
the Sailing Team cannot practice during the
spring. However, the team does have races
scheduled for March and April which be¬
ginners may attend. Full team practices
and an extensive racing schedule will re¬
sume in the fall. The Team and the college
have both made a commitment to improve
the Team’s site on the Androscoggin which
will only improve the quality of sailing at
Bates in the years to come.
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So now yon can boil the monkey head, bnt who's buying?
by Hali Brindel
Yes, the importance of being able to
contextualize knowledge has been pretty
well established. Certainly, it's important
to the development of students as respon¬
sible and thoughtful people to learn to in¬
terpret knowledge beyond the insularity
of pure academia. But when you're a
graduating Bio major hoping to get a re¬
search position in Prune Whip Bifidus
Subculture, is your breadth of understand¬
ing going to get you the job when another
applicant has been able to specialize in that
field at a major university, and has star¬
tlingly good teeth? As scientific knowledge
becomes more and more specialized and
the work of scientists more fragmented, we
need to consider whether or not it is im¬
plicit that we let more specific knowledge
slide to the wayside in the pursuit of a
broad understanding. And how important
is an expertise based on empirical knowl¬
edge at this stage in the game, anyhow?
Katie Dropick '97, a Biology major, has
experienced the sciences at Bates and at
University of California at Santa Barbara.
She said that science students at a large
university like UCSB are at an advantage
when applying for the sort of research po¬
sition in which she's interested because,
"The courses there are more specialized
and the degree requirements are harder. At
Bates, you get a larger scope of the field,
but when you graduate, how is that going
to help you?" She also cites the more ex¬
tensive opportunities for research and in¬
ternships as advantageous aspects of a
large institution.
On the other hand, the smallness of a
place Bates provides the opportunity for
better relationships with professors and
more guidance from them which is spe¬
cific to you as an individual. Beth Natt '98,
a Bio/Pre-med major, shares Dropick's

concern that in an academic sense, she may
have benefited more from a larger univer¬
sity. But, she also says, "I couldn't have
done more for my personal growth than
to come to a school like Bates." Molly
Sweep '99, a Bio-Chem major, similarly
sees her undergraduate experience here as
a time her to broaden her educational ex¬
perience, and feels that it is in graduate
school that her studies will become more
intensely directed, and that it is there that
she "will be locked into sciences."
What these latter comments suggest
is that an intense pre-professional prepa¬
ration may not be an appropriate focus at
the undergraduate level, that it is impor¬
tant to teach people how to really learn and
challenge the validity of assumptions be¬
fore their mind ingests piles and piles of
empirical knowledge. And at this stage in
the game, according to Assistant Instruc¬
tor in Biology Greg Anderson, we now
have access to so much information that
even what is considered to be basic knowl¬
edge is too extensive to know completely.
Instead, he says, "we give [students] the
skills to interpret information so that they
know how knowledge is generated and
what to do with it."
Perhaps graduate school seems the
next logical step in this schema, the place
to go when you're ready for that academic
truckload o' knowledge. But, then again,
you can learn stuff when you're working
too. Kevin Baum '98, a Geology major,
says that although a Geo background at
Bates, "primes you to go get your master
and PhD., and then to be a professor and
do research, . . . [he does] know a lot of
people who have gotten Geo related jobs
right out of college." Both possibilities are
there, and he thinks that both are just fine.
The general push towards further higher
education isn't necessarily a limiting de¬
mand which professors make to forever
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valuable professional commodity (if you'll
excuse the grossly capitalistic usage) and
not just a namby-pamby humanistic ide¬
alistic preoccupation of some English ma¬
jor. An important part of college that's
"Good For You like Prune Whip" is learn¬
ing that eating Prune Whip all day might
be yummy and make you feel like an ex¬
pert in the field, but it will damage the bal¬
ance of your gastro-intestinal life.

keep us in the voracious belly of academia.
In a sense, it's just the most obvious re¬
sponse to the
recognition that a
student's knowl¬
edge of their dis¬
cipline is in its
beginning stages.
Well-rounded¬
ness isn't just a
matter of con¬
science and citi¬
zenship; it can
also be consid¬
ered a practical
skill.
When
Anderson was
out of college
working in fish¬
eries, he realized
that to do his job
well, he had to
consider that his
scientific answers
weren't the only
answers, and that
they "didn't nec¬
essarily jive with
the answers of
fishermen and
communities."
The ability to un¬
derstand how sci¬
ence relates to so¬
ciety is in itself a
•
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Next time you’re
in Commons,
make sure you
don’t put your
napkins in the
little bowl of
ketchup you got
for your curly
fries. It makes
them awfully
yucky to take out
for recycling.
,
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SWIMS:
Bridging
gender gaps
by Jennifer Reynolds
The Society of Women in
Math and Science (SWIMS) is
dedicated to promoting aware¬
ness about the challenges that
women face in math and sciencerelated fields. It is one of our pri¬
mary goals to raise awareness of
the inequity and biases that have
permeated these fields for years,
and to encourage women to pur¬
sue interests in math and science.
Further, SWIMS is designed to
serve as a support network for
women majoring in math and sci¬
ence at Bates.
Our group was founded in
1994 by two Bates women who
were committed to developing
awareness on the Bates campus.
SWIMS has sponsored numerous
events over the past four years.
In the past, we have brought to
Bates guest speakers and have
held dessert receptions for fac¬
ulty members and students in
order to provide a forum for dis¬
cussion. Last year the highlight
was our Alumni Panel, which
was both well attended and very
informative. This year we were
fortunate to bring writer, per¬
former and journalist, Sharon
Glassman who performed "Wa¬
ter Over Time," a monologue that
crosses science with art and time
with space.
In the future we hope to con¬
tinue our efforts to bridge the
gender gap in math and science
related fields. If you have any
questions, ideas, or would like to
be placed on our mailing list,
please contact Sefany Andreadis
(x5132), Jennifer Stuart (x7547),
Ane Coughlin (x6557), or Jenni¬
fer Reynolds (x7307).
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Looking for work? Ask Dick and Jane
by Joanne Douglas

Jane: Hey Dick, I got my first paycheck from the Student Employment Office on Friday March 7. I am so excited to finally have a little
spending money for the weekends.
Dick: Well, Jane, that's great. We will be getting two more paychecks before the start of Short Term too.
Jane: Ohh, that's wonderful. Do you know if jobs open up just for short term? I think that I am going to have a little extra time on my hands
during May and I wouldn't mind some more money for the essential Short Term items.
Dick: How smart of you to plan ahead. Actually, yes, there are jobs that open up just for Short Term. An example is working in the CSA Office
as a Daily Newsletter editor. The job would be three to six hours a week and starts at a grade two.
Jane: How exciting! That sounds like the perfect job for me.
Dick: You better get moving then. Jobs go quickly, especially popular ones, and it is never too soon to submit an application to the supervisor
in charge of your desired position. Plus, there are still many jobs open for during the semester. How about working at Security as a Van driver, or
OCS as the Director’s and Recruiting Coordinator Assistant (great resume builder). You could also work at Dining Services as a Servery Worker,
or maybe for Athletics as a Community First Aid and CPR Instructor. They have some great positions open.
Jane: I guess I'll swing over to the Student Employment Office and pick up an application today. Where are they located and what are their
hours? I have forgotten.
Dick: They are located at 215 College Street, which is across the road from Frye St. It is the white house with green shutters. They are open
MWF: 9-4 and TTH: 11-4.
Jane: Thank you Dick, you are a lifesaver. See you later!
Dick: Yes, I'll see you at the Student Employment Office.

Play the stock market
with the Investor's Glnb

Are you ready for the
April MCAT?

by Richard Holley III
I was one of the co-founders of the club. The other club notable is
Jonas Ginsburg. Basically, the club exists to get students interested in,
and aware of, the importance of the world of personal investing. Ide¬
ally, we exist to get non-economics or non-business minded people mo¬
tivated to start saving and investing. We also exist to provide econom¬
ics-minded people a forum to discuss a topic of interest to them. Dur¬
ing our meetings, we try to present little "lessons" on personal invest¬
ing and we share our advice on where and how to invest. We talk
about hot companies or market tends. The meetings are really relaxed
and personal. We also organize stock picking competitions. The big¬
gest was a campus-wide contest 2 short terms ago. For a dollar, people
could participate in the contest. Once registered, people were given a
"theoretical" amount of money and told to invest it in any way they
wanted with the goal of maximizing returns. Whoever made the most
gain at the end of the 5 week period won a "night on the town for
two": including dinner at Pat's, 2 tickets to a movie at Hoyts, and des¬
sert at Friendly's for two.

Now!
THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

(617) 558-2828
G i ve me your tired, your
poor, your Cine and foul
rooms_Whether you live
in a pi I or a paradise, (or
know someone who does) tell
the Student! Laura x767(j.
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Outside the focus Alice and Emile drink Krank for science
Mr. Belvedere looks on...

by Lisa Gralnek
It is wise for us, as students at a liberal arts school, to
question the inclusion of natural sciences into the descrip¬
tion of a liberal arts education. Should these two aspects
of the same education be merged and non-distinct? Can
science and art even be grouped together, particularly
under the guise of liberal arts? Are the sciences to be con¬
sidered the liberal aspect of the arts? Hardly. Therefore, it
is of primary importance for us to first, define what is con¬
sidered a liberal arts education, and second, to try and
understand why one is considered beneficial to its recipi¬
ents. As one of the main frameworks for receiving a higher
education, the liberal arts experience claims to expose its
participants to a broad range of information and to pro¬
vide opportunities for self-exploration and development.
As seen by Bates students, the nature of a liberal arts edu¬
cation is ideally a perfect concept, yet in practice, it leaves
much to be desired.
General education at Bates calls for students to fulfill
certain academic requirements. We all know that these re¬
quirements are often viewed with disdain and apatheti¬
cally satisfied. However, we must access the value of these
requirements; we must decide whether a liberal arts edu¬
cation would be that without them. Many students, while
griping about these requirements, later reflect on knowl¬
edge gained with a positive attitude. Upon graduation, a
senior science major might quote Maya Angelou, Karl
Marx, or some other learned figure of academia, appreci¬
ating the wisdom received in one of their cluster courses,
thus validating the liberal arts education. Then again, this
scenario might be a far cry from reality. Nonetheless,
whether a biology major becomes a scholar on Marxist
discourses or not, during the four years spent pursuing
their degree here, they at least gained knowledge on sub¬
jects outside the sciences.
The opportunities for individual growth afforded by
a liberal arts education are bountiful. As described by biochem major, Molly Sweep, "liberal arts schools offer more
options and are a place where one is encouraged and re¬
quired to look at things outside one's focus". The described
beauty of this form of learning manifests itself in much of
Bates' literature, and in many of the views of students, par¬
ticularly
interdisciplinary majors. Max Dawson reflects, "As a reli¬
gion and biology double major, I have been given the op¬
portunity to experience a quality education in both the hu¬
manities and sciences simultaneously. I don't believe I
would have gotten this at a non-liberal arts school". The
liberal arts education provides students the chance to
broaden their horizons and expand their knowledge in a
stimulating and nonthreatening environment? Students are
allowed to make their education a process, they are not
required to know what they want to pursue immediately
upon entering freshman year.
These descriptions of a liberal arts education, while
generally believed and widely appreciated, sometimes
meet resistance. Some students argue in opposition to gen¬
eral education requirements, stating that they are unnec¬
essary and superfluous. However, can it then be asked, if
the liberal arts experience would be the same without these
obligations to pursue learning outside one's chosen disci¬
pline? Yes, it can be asked, and no, the liberal arts experi¬
ence would not be the same. In fact, it is precisely the obli¬
gation to expand oneself beyond one's major, beyond one’s
department, that is the definitive character of the liberal
arts education. Therefore, it is important to acknowledge
the benefits of higher learning, of new and increased
knowledge in affairs beyond onejs immediate interest or
experience, and of the exposure to these things in an envi¬
ronment encouraging individual expansion.
While it still remains a question as to whether or not
sciences and arts should be compiled into one description,
liberal arts, the fact remains that it is precisely this combi¬
nation and individual exposure to the other that makes
the liberal arts experience what it is. It is the small school

by Halie Brindel
Alice and Emile are sitting together in Commons, perhaps in that corner of the big room near the coffee and other
tummy-warming beverages. Alice and Emile have been 'seeing each other.' But Alice has become distracted and agitated
lately; not because there's another guy in her life, but because of something far more powerful. Ever since she started
drinking Krank-2-O, Alice has become intolerant of mere mortals, and ketchup encrusted in the corners of Emile's mouth
from his tater tots is unbearable. When Emile starts babbling about his search for the meaning of a liberal arts education,
she's had about as much as she can take. She stands up on the table, waving her cone of fro-yo wildly in the air. "Hey, like,
what's up?" Emile asks, completely unable to comprehend this lunacy. "Your method of inquiry is hopelessly flabby, and
besides, I'm tired of hearing you talk about the Steve Miller Band!" She leaves Emile, his mouth agape partially in shock
and partially with longing for the yummy fro-yo which is just out of reach, and she heads to the den for more Rrank-2-O.
The line at the den is long, and as she waits, Alice glances at the mesmerizing swirl of the Granitas in their plastic
tunnels. Glowing Kiwi-Guava and radiant Raspberry-Mango, they seem to be beckoning her to a universe of secret knowl¬
edge. When she gets the counter, she asks the woman behind it for a small cup of each. The woman smiles knowingly as
she hands her the drinks, and there is a strange halo-like image behind her head that looks like rabbit ears.
Alice can hardly wait, and takes a drink of the green beverage. Her mind floats through a series of seemingly meaning¬
less images, such as episodes of "Mr. Belvedere", but soon she realizes that the young Wesley offers unlimited possibilities
for enlightenment. She has eyes only for him, she wants to understand why he twitches his nose when he does, and all the
peculiar logic of his character. The rest of the characters, even Mr. Belvedere himself, are an indistinguishable blur. She is
on the verge of a breakthrough in Wesley-theory when she feels a hand on her shoulder, and another cup at her mouth.
A friend of Emile's whose name she's never bothered to learn is giving her the pink liquid, and instead of a white hat
he's wearing a tall black one. "Oh, you were going too far!", he says with laugh. Alice tries to explain that she wants to have
gone that far into the green world and why, but then realizes that it's impossible to relate the experience that she's had
there when she's outside of it. "Give me that." She takes the pink stuff hoping that it's meaning will be more flexible. Now
she sees an an episode of "Fantasy Island." Tatoo is saying things that only Mr. Rourke would say. In fact, they are melded
into one person. In fact, Mr. Rourke is also Captain Stubing from "The Love Boat". Everyone but Alice seems perfectly
content with the situation, except for Alice, who yells "What kind of hippy love-in unity crap is this?" But soon she realizes
that she knows everyone although not as separate units. She even feels that she may be Gopher.
Science. Isn't there a happy medium?

environment which, according to Jeff Troughton, '98, "of¬
fers more experience and individual contact with profes¬
sors, as opposed to a TA teaching classes". It is this contact
combined with interdisciplinary exposure which allows
individuals to develop their intellect at a liberal arts school.
It is the fact that students can, and are encouraged to, ex¬
plore alternate learning beyond their focus which gives
liberal arts students a broad-based comprehension of mul¬
tifaceted knowledge. Jeff Troughton best summarizes this
nature of a liberal arts education in his statement, "I feel I
will be going into the world with something beyond..."

2/25 - Social Sciences
3/14 - Mathematics, Natural Sciences &
Liberal Arts, Natural Sciences & Jobs
In weeks to come -- Social context of
science, Humanities, Interdisciplinary
Majors, Interview with Don Harward,
Interview with Ann Scott, Conclusion.
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It would be in your Lest interest to read every horoscope this week. (NOTE: Read with appropriate rhythm and aloud, in front of the mirror.)

Thy weekly horoscope
... looking tkrough tke Cat s

Hy es

Aquarius (January 20th-Fehruary 18th): Feeling crazy, feeling lazy, got that work done now get hazy.

Pisces (February 19th-March 20th): Took a trip and feeling scummy, now you got to ruh your tummy. If you do, then you’ll sigh
and realize to wink your eye. You’re poetry in motion hahy!

AneS

(March 21st-April 19th): Silly person don't he crass, make decisions, wait for grass. The spring-time’s cornin’ - I swear,

I

swear, don’t he reckless tie your hair.

Taurus

(Ap ril 20th-May 20th): Special memories framed with chance, lost forgotten with that glance. Be slick and don’t get sick.

Gemini

(May 21st-June 20th): Double vision, double time, work in meter, tend my rhyme. Don't slip 'cuz you could bust you're

hip on the ice ’cuz it's still there.

Cancer

(June 21st-July 22nd): Sleepy Sundays, welcomed break. Don’t he foolish, don’t be fake. Take some risks, make some

magic, finish homework. Don’t he tragic.

Leo

(July 23rd-August 22 nd): Calmly feeling sort of queasy, don’t find fault in what is easy. Often you have some self doubt, smile

right now and stamp that out. The crunch is here, hut do not fear, soon you will he in the clear and at the Goose^

Virgo (August 23rd-September 22nd): Funny guy, funny face, you light up the whole damn place. Keep your friends on their toes
and they’ll forget their pointless woes.

Libra

(September 23rd-October 22nd): Gened e-mail irks a hit, if you recall you must submit, your registration for the Fall do it

promptly in Lane Hall.

Scorpio

(October 23rd-Novemb er 21st): Mature decisions have been made, even though they were delayed. Don’t stall with feeling fine, you've done your work, you

walk in line. You live for fun and die for love and sometimes you’re melodramatic.

Sagittarius

(November 22nd-Decemher 21st): Follow the leader - you are s/he, even when you feel slightly upset and tormented hy all the CFC’s in the sky. All is fair

in love and war, he polite it's not a chore.

Capricorn

(December 22nd-January 19th): It's Women’s Month, so listen up. Call your mom and say S’up. That’s ridiculous, I do agree so don't read, this it’s fine

with me. But seriously, your readership is very important to the livelihood of this news publication.

Writing for the Student could prepare you for a position in one of these exciting careers: AA,
Witness Protection Program, sleep deprivation experimentation, pulp and paper mill
advocacy, and many more!!! For more information, please contact the Student office at x7494.
-

INSTANT CREDIT
Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days! (gj|)
No Credit. No Job. No Parent-Signer. No Security Deposit!

no credit bad credit • no income?
•

You Can Qualify To Receive
Two Of The Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!
Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

ORDER

FORM

YES!

I want Credit Cards immediately-

100U GUARANTEED!

CREDITHAX, P0 BOX 468432, ATLANTA, GA 31146
Name
Address
City_

State

Zip

Phone(
Signature^

Guaranteed $10,000 In Credit
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Watch out kids, you're gonna get hit
The spiders are out tonight
The call came through, and there wasn't much that could be done at that hour.
Not that much can be done at any hour, but at least usually there's room for hope.
There was a piece of writing missing, and no one knew where it had gone. Now
some would say that it was because it hadn't been written. These some, though,
misunderstand the nature of writing. Just because something is not on paper does
not mean that it hasn't been written. Writing is usually a very involved process,
even if some might argue that necessarily involves the writer. But anyway, at this
point I'm rambling, and perhaps my flow would look better if I stopped writing,
and just took off, you know, took some action, skipped some blocks, moved some
parking tickets, rambled out of New York town, leave the towns I love best, head
out for the Wild West, or maybe just hunt ducks.
And so the first thing I did was to fill out the necessary registration forms, as
that seemed to be the necessary thing for such incentivism and all, recividism some
might say, and some of you might know what I mean. I'd hoped to apply for a
hunting license, couldn't find a second form of I.D. though, and there I was, left to
idle rampant without any brakes, or some might say, breaks. And this is where the
plot comes in, without a moment to lose, and no checks left to bounce off of. Articu¬
lateness has never been much my style, still I know how to tell a good tale when the
alternatives warrant it.
Now I had heard the warning, coming from quarters far far away from here,
though not as far as I would like: "A human bein' who be drunk be likes some
mere animal, not t'be treated as ahuman bein'...It be obvious dat puttin' oneself in
such some state violates a duty t'oneself. Peace. [Dis] debasement...is usually brought
about by fermented drinks, but it kin also result fumoda' narcotics, such as opium
and oda' vegetable products. Dey are seductive a'cuz, under deir influence, sucka's
dream fo' some while dat dey are happy and free from care, and even imagine dat
dey are strong...Gluttony be even lower dan dat animal enjoyment uh de senses...it
approaches even mo'e closely de enjoyment uh cattle. What it is, Mama!"
But I didn't know about all of that stuff. The caller asked me just what I could
prove I knew. But I did know something about that stuff, the stuff I was interested
in had been fermenting in my mind for some time. Thinking makes the clear things
cloudy, and the cloudy clear. But time was winding down, and it was getting late in
the game. But the line between hunter and prey is a thin one, I had my hunting
license, but this time, I was fair game. Not that the game was fair, not by any stretch
of the imagination. But that was essentially what the game was all about I told the
caller, imagination.
And so I asked him just what is missing? He was talking about writing again,
but I didn't ask for anything along those lines, I was only asking about muffins and
he started to yell and scream about numbers. Page numbers, grade numbers, he
said the writing was missing, he said I owed it to him. I noted that the term missing
included a presumption that whatever was missing existed. I asked the caller, "If
your so sure that it's out there, why are you so worried." He appeared unsatisfied,
I tried to reassure him. But I remain somewhat confused, if I owed it to him, then it
was his, but why would I look for something of his?
But what if it had disappeared? Stranger things had happened, Jonah once
vanished into the belly of a Leviathan.* I know such things because one's interest in
a particular topic is inversely proportional to the urgency of the situation. I was
presently interested in Moby Dick which taught me all about leviathans and the
like. But this wasn't the stuff the caller wanted to know.
But it was what I wanted to know, and I knew that I wanted to know because I
knew he wanted me to know what I know I should have known at that particular
point the space-time continuum. I was determined, I knew that I couldn't waste a
moment, so I immediately rushed out and bought a blender. I blended my food,
hydrated it with Krank20™ and vowed not to abandon my mission. I would feed
myself intravenously, I would skip those Lambada classes, though I wasn't quite
sure where this would put me with respect to the P.E. requirements. I don't know,
it all seemed so foolish, like taking the love out of the greatest love story of all time.

Time was my enemy, this was the two minute drill. The run and duck scheme
had taken me to this point but it would take me no further. The coach of The
University of Houston had invented the run-and-shoot. It was adopted by the
Oilers, the Falcons, and the Lions (who had wasted the most productive years of
Barry Sanders' career.) Now it was my turn, I needed to come out with six-guns
a'blazin. Never mind my moral problems with putting the writing down on the
mutilated bodies of once beautiful trees. I had something to say, I alone could
educate the masses. The burden was mine to bear, the caller would "brook no
delay."
It was late in the game, yet paradoxically early in the morning, editors must
eat breakfast eventually, but I had taken an oath. I couldn't move, and I wanted
to, I was tired, after four years, my mind was already gone. I called frantically to
my distant cerebellum, "Okay brain, I don't like you and you don't like me, but
let's work together on this one and I can get back to killing you with beer." (The
authors would like to acknowledge their indebtedness at this point to Matthew
Groening)
It was that easy really, my friend, Richard Anderson (R.A. for short) was a
known plagiarist, he had been caught red-handed. I feared that he might do it
again, but all I could do was lead by example. I acknowledged my sources and
hoped that he had learned from his mistakes. I put a studious effort into it, and
before I knew it, the chains were unraveling.
In general, the picture was quite confused. It was the ides of March, yet the
flakes were still falling. And there was a vacuum of authority in the region, a troll
named Minster having taken over the reign of students, and not quite knowing
what to do with it, he swirled his greasy smile and sought to enlarge his travel
agency to include tolls for cross-quad travel.
I bought a ticket for the bells of Hathorn, but instead got a reservation for the
library. Told that this was not unusual, I sought to make the best of it. I read for
forty days and forty nights, then came down from Mount David to proclaim a
new era had arrived, one in the future would have forty nights, and no days. All
the coffee and tea had me dazed in any case, and I had no difficulty buying into
the new option.
Some controversy was taking place at the time, all about the transition from
courtesy to cash on the pension plan. An open forum was held to discuss the
matter, and it was decided that revoking the elderly was not a feasible option, but
instead that they should be various villages and the like, where they could be
soothed by cigars and slaved by various hypotheses.
"I'm not the guy, he's the guy," somebody suddenly exclaimed, and I thought,
well, then, who's the guy now?
\

margie,
i hate today, i hate here, i hate school, i hate the library.
the cure? riverboat gambler (i hope).
i hate computers,
i hate gen ed.
i hate maury povich.
i hate caffeine-free drinks and foods.
i hate the next
twenty
three
days
love,
margie

This Week's Section Seven Presented by Alan, Jeremy, Margie, and Margie
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Maine Remembers the Shoah:
Bates sponsers conference about the Holocaust
by Nicole Murra
On February 28-Sunday
March 2, Bates hosted a conference
entitled "Maine Remembers the
Shoah." (Holocaust) in Carnegie
room 204. The event was co¬
sponsored by the departments of
History and Religion and by the
Holocaust Human Rights Center
of Maine, an organization which
promotes teaching about the
Holocaust in Maine's schools. It
was the vision of Prof. Mishael
Caspi of the Religion department
to bring teachers and professors of
Maine together to discuss the
Holocaust and how to teach the
Holocaust. Prof. Caspi was joined
by professors Steve Hochstadt and
Robert Allison in the planning and
hosting of the event which
included presentations by Bates
faculty, as well as professors of
Maine from Bowdoin, Colby and
UMaine (Orono and Augusta)..
The attendance of the event was
limited to approximately 110 pre¬
registered participants. More than
half of the attenders were Maine
teachers, the rest were comprised
of interested people from both the
Bates and Maine communities.
Friday evening included
events which were open to the
Bates community and attended by
some students and faculty. I was
fortunate to be appointed as the
moderator/speaker of the Friday
evening panel in which I was

joined by five other Bates students
(Sharleen Davis '97, Erin Driscoll
'97, Dan Lee '97, Rob Gatehouse
'97, and Amanda Schall '99) to
address the question "Why teach
and learn about the Holocaust?"
For me, the Holocaust is the most
important event of the twentieth
century. It serves as a reminder of
what can happen when racism and
hate run rampant. The truth is, we
as Americans are not immune to
the Holocaust. Many see the

For me, the Holocaust is
very personal. Asa
grandchild of Holocaust
survivors, I consider
myself a third generation
survivor
Holocaust as something that does
not affect them as Americans
because they are not Jewish or
European. As students we became
teachers, reminding the audience
that we are all affected bv the
Holocaust regardless of our race or
religion, because we are all human.
We implored teachers to teach the
Holocaust.
For me, the Holocaust is very
personal. As a grandchild of
Holocaust survivors, I consider
myself a third generation survivt>r.

In my speech on Friday evening I
relayed to the audience the
emotional impact the Holocaust
has had on me. We need to teach
children about the Holocaust or
future generations will suffer. Yet,
before we can teach those children
we need to understand it
ourselves. The conference was a
beginning
providing
extraordinary presentations which
tackled ways in which the
Holocaust can be studied. Topics
ranged from "Anne Frank's Short
Stories: Imaginative Writing as a
Mirror of Inferiority," by Prof.
Steven Cerf of Bowdoin; "The
Rhetoric of Anti-Semitism in the
Book of Revelation," by Bates
parent, Prof. John Wilson of
UMaine Orono; "My People:
Steven Spielberg, Schindler's List,
and the Holocaust," by Bates own
Prof. Marcus Bruce; and "The
Women's Experience at the
Women's Camp: Ravensbruck," by
Prof. Christine Holden of
University of Southern Maine
Gorham. Friday evening presented
powerful and moving readings of
poetry and prose by Bates students
and faculty including former Bates
dean and Holocaust survivor
Judith Isaacson. What made the
conference such a memorable
event were the people who
attended, the members of the
Lewiston-Auburn community and
from other parts of Maine, who
came to Bates to share their
experiences and confront the

Holocaust with open minds and
open hearts. The Holocaust is not
an easy subject yet these people
devoted their weekend to gaining
an understanding and bringing
Holocaust teaching to a wider
audience.
While the conference was
attended by many from the Maine
community, unfortunately few
Bates students knew about the
conference. Many students have
asked me why the conference was
not widely publicized to the Bates
campus. Professor Hochstadt
explains: "When we decided to
hold the conference, the largest
appropriate rooms on campus
were already booked Some sites
are larger but inappropriate, such
as the Chapel, Filene Room, or
Cage. So Carnegie was as large as
we could get. About five days after
we announced the conference in
the mail to a large mailing list, the

space was already overbooked. So
there would have been no point in
advertising to Bates for places
which did not exist." Given that
the conference was geared towards
educators of the Holocaust,
including a workshop on Saturday
afternoon for teachers to ask
questions and exchange ideas,
more Bates students would have
meant fewer teachers.
Plans for the conference are
currently underway for next year.
Hopefully more Bates students
will know about the event. "Maine
Remembers the Shoah" presents a
unique opportunity for Bates to
sponsor an event which involves
Maine. Next year, students should
take advantage of the conference
to discuss an event which is not
only extremely relevant to the
Bates community, but more
importantly, relevant to our global
society

Consider the motivation behind the message
by Shawn P. O’Leary
Only a month ago I would
not have considered drafting a
copy of what is written in this
column, nevertheless, here it is.
The events of the last month
regarding race, prejudice, and
'privilege have dramatically
altered my perception of the
struggle for equality which I now
understand is a daily reality for
the minority citizens of this
nation. Racism, either on a broad
scale or discretely perpetuated, is
as prevalent today as at the turn
of the century. Moreover, the
modern form of racism may very
well be the most dangerous as it
is often obscure, and difficult to
expose.
My last column, entitled
"Toward a More Civil Discourse

at Bates," dealt only with the
superficial aspects of the e-mail
messages sent by Ms. Morales. At
the time that I wrote the column, I

Only a month ago I
would not have
considered drafting
copy of what is
written in this
column
looked upon the act as though it
was unwarranted and unjust,
devoid of validity or merit. I did
not allow myself to think critically
about the act, the possible
motivations behind it, or my

immediate reaction to the act itself.
While the language used in
conferring this message of
inequality and racism was a bitter
pill to swallow, the medicine it
delivered was long overdue for
myself and other students at this
college.
I was initially insulted and
angered by the comments and, to
some extent, I still have problems
coming to grips with the means by
which Ms. Morales' message was
conveyed. On the basis of her
message, I envisioned a woman
enveloped with rage, incapable of
engaging in a rational dialogue,
and unwilling to consider the
positions and feelings of others.
This perception of Ms. Morales
was further corroborated by the
myriad of what I now refer to as
'Myrna-mysteries' that endlessly

flowed from an excited Bates
rumor mill. I wrote my column
with this perception of Ms.
Morales in mind, and then the
unexpected happened: I sat down
to talk things over with her.
I entered our conversation
steadfast and resolute in my
beliefs, and left confused and
uneasy. I did not sit down with the
stubborn, illogical, and angry

woman that I had prepared
myself to face. I came to know
Ms. Morales for who she is:
intelligent, insightful, and
frustrated. The best defenses to
my position were vanquished
nearly as quickly as I could
present them. Our discussion
was not angry or heated, in fact
Continued on Page 14
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Enviommental
club heads
west

Last November the Bates
Environmental Club was
represented by four member
students at a conference
sponsored by the Northern
Forest Alliance and held in
Andover, N.H. The Northern
Forest Alliance is a coalition of
over 25 state and national
conserva tion organizations who
have combined efforts to try and
preserve the 26 million acre
Northern Forest from further
development and degradation.
This large land mass of
woodlands, mountains, rivers,
lakes, and streams that spreads
across upstate New York,
Vermont, New Hampshire, and
Maine is currently being clearcut, highgraded, and sprayed
with herbicides relentlessly. The
Northern Forest Alliance has
adopted a three-pronged plan of
attack: 1) Protect Wildland
Areas, 2) Establish Good
Forestry Techniques, and 3)
Strengthen Local Economies.
The conference was very
informative and uplifting in

"The clearest way into
the universe is through
a forest wilderness"John Muir
times that often disregard the
state of the environment and
misinterpret the human role in
it. The atmosphere was very
welcoming and the motivation
for immediate action very high.
We made contacts with other
college groups from Hamilton,
Syracuse, St. Lawrence, and
Middlebury as well as groups
like the Appalachian Mountain
Club, Audubon Society, Student
Environmental
Action
Coalition, Wilderness Society,
and the Sierra Club. The
Northern Forest Alliance needs
your help! If you are interested
in getting involved in letter
writing and other basic grass
roots activism contact Matt
Ensner (mensner) or Greg
Sundik (gsundik) by email.
Presently the EC is working
towards a "Green Week" during
the second week of Short Term.
There will be plenty of
informational tools for practical
activism, one or two ecospeakers, and possibly a large
eco-fair/festival. It should be a
lot of fun, and we could really
use some ideas and help. If
anyone is interested contact
Ensner through email or come
to one of our meetings Sundays
at 7 pm in Skelton Lounge.
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The science of spaghetti
by Alan Wright

by Matt Ensner

FORUM Friday, March 14,

I love science, really, it
fascinates me. Now, I hated Bio
101 as much as anyone, but I have
no doubts about the significance of
science in a liberal arts education.
Science is important stuff,
omnipresent in our lives, and we
must seek some degree of literacy
in the various disciplines of
scientific inquiry to function as
citizens in modern society.
Let
us
examine
the
fundamental role that science
plays in our world, and how a
scientific understanding of
phenomena can enrich our lives. I
was tempted to talk about an issue
which falls under the rubric of
Biology, but my experience with
Bio 101 has forever prejudiced me
against that discipline, so I will talk
physics. Physics is loosely defined
as, "all the crap that isn't Biology,
Geology, or Chemistry." Yet this
definition doesn't do justice to the
greatest of scientific fields.
Now I suppose I could
address some esoteric question
like, "Does gravity move at the
speed of light?" But this article is
about how science affects you, the
average Bates student, so I won't
address some esoteric laboratorybound concept like gravity. I will
talk about the physics of
Commons. There are several
dishes which you can faithfully
expect to see every day in
Commons, such as bagels,

scrambled eggs, blueberry
pancakes, and the pasta bar.
Somehow this all ties into the latest
album released by Guns and
Roses, which only underscores the
fact that science really is
everywhere.
I am going to talk about
Spaghetti. How many times have
you sat down to a plate of
spaghetti, with meatsauce or
without,
whatever
your
preference. But have you ever
really thought about the physics
involved in consuming said
spaghetti and sauce? Were you
completely ignorant of the laws
which made your consumption of
this life sustaining food-product
possible? Well, if you were in such
a state of shameful ignorance,
shame on you. The physics of food
consumption is clearly a life and
death matter, you would certainly
die if you couldn't eat, science tells
us so. Therefore, you cannot afford
to remain ignorant a moment
longer. And once again, the onus
of educating the masses has fallen
upon me.
How does one suck a piece of
spaghetti? This is a question of
physics. In the case of drinking
milk or a similar liquid through a
straw it seems pretty easy to
explain. The lowered pressure in
the mouth due to sucking causes
the air pressure over the milk to
force the liquid up. But if one
pushes on the end of a piece of
spaghetti it just buckles. The

mouth is closed and sealed over
the sides of the spaghetti, so
passing air doesn't drag it along.
It becomes clear that somehow the
air very close to the mouth must
obliquely communicate a force
along the length of the noodle.
To be sure, for some a
simplistic explanation might
suffice. Such an explanation might
take the form of, "the partial
vacuum inside mouth exerts a
positive force that pulls the
spaghetti." But science isn't
simply the world of quantifiable
effects, and we need a deeper
understanding of the multiplicity
of natural laws whose subtle
interaction produces the result
which is the subject of our inquiry.
Air pressure is customarily
conceived
of
as
acting
perpendicularly to the surface on
which it bears. The air pressure at
any given point on the side of a
strand of spaghetti is exactly

counteracted by the air pressure
on the other side, resulting in no
net force exerted on the noodle in
question.
The one place where there
exists a disparity of force is on the
ends of the spaghetti. The
pressure exerted on the lower
(here I make the assumption that
the law of gravity is in effect) end
is much greater than the pressure
on the upper (mouth) end.
Therefore the force exerted
on the spaghetti is equal to
outside air pressure minus the
pressure inside your mouth times
the cross-section of the spaghetti.
But the question I initially
posed was not the specific
amount of pressure which is
exerted on the noodle (though
this is a fascinating question in
and of itself) but where it is
exerted since it seems pretty
Continued on Page 18

Apathy: a family value Gened
E-mail
Error
As a recent alumnus, I would
like to write in defense of apathy.
Apathy, technically, is a value.
Apathy has saved many Batesies
from premature death from
frostbite, by encouraging
protective behavior (i.e. watching
The Tick at midnight in dorm
lounges, etc.) Those whose lives
have been saved have been able
to become productive alumni,
who often contribute as much as
25 dollars a year to support your

Apathy has saved
many ... alumni, who
often contribute as
much as 25 dollars a
year to support your
education, Mr. Root
education, Mr. Root.
Furthermore, apathy can be
subversive. At one point, Mr. Root
says of Martin Luther King Jr. Day,
"On a day like this one, every step
should be in rhythm, every sound
should be in time." I would like

to ask what other national holidays
merit such lockstep, anti¬
individualist celebrations? While
in this particular case, I would
hasten to argue, failing to attend
celebrations of diversity is a
misapplication of the apathetic
stratagem, there are many other
situations where it is quite suitable.
Who hasn't been stuck in a

me!" Post-WWII, that's what the
baby boomers, our parents, said,
and they proceeded to turn the
most productive nation on earth
into the biggest debtor (until Japan
last year, which only further
proves my point) so that they
could become the TV Movie capital
of the Western world. We even
have the bible on our side, as the

Letters
to the Editor
situation where the only way to
save one's sanity is simply to tune
out? President Clinton's speeches
are one example; the lectures of
certain long-tenured professors in
the Anthropology department are
yet another.
Finally, apathy is American.
What other nation in history, after
achieving superpower status, has
in effect said, "Good enough for

fifth commandment says to "honor
thy father," which is exactly what
we Gen-Xers are doing by
emulating our lazy forefathers.
Apathy is one value among
many, and as such deserves its
defenders. I am happy to fill that
role.
Sincerely,
David Kociemba '96

March 10,1997
To those Concerned:
I wish to offer an apology for
subscribing the entire campus to
the gened e-mail list. It was
thoughtless and intrusive. It is
quite clear to me now that I ought
simply to have provided
information about the list, along
with instructions for subscribing
Ann B. Scott
Associate Dean of the Faculty and
Dana Professor of Music

Write for the
Student, Or don't,
it is seven in the
morning so I don't
really care
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New World
Coalition
offers
apology

Multiculturalism a
Student apologizes for glance at the big
signs in Chase Hall
picture

To the editor:

Dear Staff and Students,

As members of New World
Coalition, we would like to issue
an apology to the campus. Late last
week we sponsored the hanging of
four posters. These posters were
intended to challenge the
perception of cloning as merely an
amazing scientific feat and to raise
awareness of the potential dangers
if cloning were used for evil
purposes such as eugenics.
However, we did not at the time
realize that the posters were
ambiguous, insensitive, and
unclear, and the posters were
interpreted by many people as antiSemitic and pro-Nazi. This was the
direct opposite of our intention and
we deeply apologize that our
insensitivity and carelessness have
led to people feeling threatened
and general currents of antiSemitism on this campus. As a
leftist organization committed to
social and economic justice, we
condemn our thoughtlessness and
insensitivity. We realize our
apology cannot undo the damage
we have caused. However, we offer
it in an attempt to make some sort
of amends. We are extremely sorry
for the hurt we have inflicted.

Last Thursday night I made
and hung up some signs out of
a concern, that 1 have about the
possible negative applications of
cloning. In one sign in particular
I tried to warn people of the
danger
that
"Cloning
technology" makes possible the
type of eugenics that Hitler and
the Nazis wanted, and could
lead to genocide. Rather than
directly write this, however, I
used a combination of powerful
symbols and sarcastic text,
which at the time I felt said

Jessica Brown
Ethan Miller
Beka Smith
Arthur Stamoulis

the exact opposite message that I
had intended. Even in context the
symbolism I used in this sign was
questionable. My lack of thinking,
my insensitivity, and my partial
ignorance hurt and offended many
people. I know that my intentions
are in many respects irrelevant at
this point, but I would like to offer
my sincerest apologies to all the
people that I hurt and to everyone
who was negatively affected by my
actions.
Sincerely,
Arthur Stamoulis

by Jeremy Breningstall
Over the past week, a large
amount of conversation has taken
place on Abacus regarding the
proposed cultural component of
the new educational policy draft
that is now being debated before
the faculty. The multiplicity of
these messages, rather than being
a negative, is something that
should be interpreted as
overwhelmingly positive. Here, in
this article, I would like to address
and provide my own viewpoint on
a number of the ideas that have
been expressed.
In terms of the structure of the
debate, at times it seems to have

come down to a question of
whether Bates should have a
multicultural requirement or not.
While this is certainly a
significantportion of what needs
to be decided by the college, it
would be a mistake to believe that
the issue can be reduced to the
mere simplicity of a yes or no
answer. If we were to reduce it
to such, we would be failing to
acknowledge the presumptions
that are frequently made in this
debate concerning the nature of
requirements, the purpose of
education, and the feasibility of
specific curricular efforts.
Continued on Page 15

Letters
to the Editor
exactly what I intended while
being more likely to catch
people's attention than the
words themselves. Out of
context,
however,
the
symbolism that I used in this
sign was ambiguous at best, and
therefore allowed for a number
of interpretations which were
horrible and hateful, and sent

They may tell you
what classes to
take, but you can
write what you
want

Brom-didily-umptiuosness by Bromley

Do you like long walks along the beach, caffeine, and Sleep Deprivation? You would love the Student

Rethinking a first reaction to the e-mail incident
Continued From Page 12
it was casual and often reassuring.
Sadly, my perception of Ms.
Morales was, and is, shared by
many others. I urge all that would
scorn her without truly
considering the motivations
behind her actions to reevaluate
their rationale and basis for
judgement. In our frenzy to
condemn her, few took the time to
consider that her message may
have been valid. I no longer stand.behind my earlier position
regarding her action.
The
comments she posted were harsh,
but they were in no means
unjustified or indefensible.
Moreover, I now see the remarks
as potentially beneficial to the
campus as a whole. Further, had
the comments lacked the 'shock
value' with which they were
presented, I doubt that I would
have approached her and engaged
in what was a very rewarding
conversation.
The Bates community must

now seek to ensure that this
issue is not forgotten and left to
boil over at another time. The
forum was only the first step in
what should be a long and
arduous campaign to heighten
student
awareness
and
understanding of the very real
manifestations by which racism

The Bates
community must...
ensure that this issue
is not forgotten, and
left to boil over at
another time
seeks to oppress minorities both
at Bates and elsewhere. Do not
look upon this issue as a storm
in passing, but as the first timid
gusts of a tempest through
which we must sail. Be aware
of the efforts of those who seek
to address these problems and

please make, at the very least, an
attempt to aid their cause. While
not all are necessarily guilty of
perpetuating racism, many do little
to counteract it. The battle against
prejudice and racism will require
the collaborative efforts of many become involved now.
However, I will offer one word
of caution. In the process of trying
to raise the level of awareness of
racism, some have chosen to label
all Caucasians and governmental
agencies as inherently racist. I feel
this is both inaccurate and
dangerous. I am currently reading
a book entitled The Scar of Race ,
which has the following
perspective on such claims: "To
label American values and
institutions as racist - when they
are not - impeaches the very values
and institutions that can help
overcome racism. And seeing
racism where it is not has hidden
where it is." In my view, the
authors (Paul Sniderman and
Thomas Piazza) have struck upon
a pivotal point in making this
claim. We cannot work together

until all issues that divide us have
been put to rest. Claims that all
aspects of our society, whether by
choice or by means of default, is
racist only serves to divide our
efforts rather than pooling them.
There have been many readers
of the Student who have expressed
their support for my previous

There is much
work to be done,
and the first step is
to realize the true
nature of the
problem
position regarding this incident. I
ask that those who found my prior
position compelling join me in
reconsidering the central issues at
play in this situation. Only by
looking beyond the messages
themselves will we learn where the
motivations are rooted, and

understand their true meaning.
Granted, the messages were an
act of frustration, but we must
become aware of the factors that
lend themselves to creating this
frustration. It is hypocritical to
claim that Ms. Morales acted in
haste and then call for her
punishment, all the while failing
to take the time to consider her
motivations for sending the
messages.
The presence of racism in
society is analogous to a weed in
a meticulously well cared for
flower bed: Every attempt may be
made at preventing its presence,
but the weed is an ever present
fact of life. We must act to uproot
it before it overcomes us. There
is much work to be done, and the
first step is to realize the true
nature of the problem. It is never
easy to accept new ideas and
opinions, but we all should make
an attempt at understanding the
views of others.
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Confronting injustice in a classroom
demarcation. Value judgments are inherent in
everything that we choose to embark on. If, for
example, Nike chooses to fire its workers for
striking over their fifteen cent wages on the
For the purposes of clarification, I will begin by saying
grounds of competitiveness (or if one is assessing
that I am in favor of the cultural requirement as it is
a graph of maximum efficiency of such a question
currently proposed. While skeptical of requirements
generally, I do not think that Bates is currently capable of in an Economics class), if one does not take into
account the plight of the workers, one is not
moving to an open system such as that at Brown (among
therefore making a "value-free assessment." One
other things, this would require a more motivated student
body and a more cohesive curriculum between is choosing in that circumstance to value
departments — not that Brown has these either). To truly something (money, or self-interest) over
benefit from the vast number of electives and upper-level something else (broader social responsibility).
Actually, unless one is a hermit (i.e. a society of
courses at Bates, one must first gain a degree of exposure
one), one is automatically engaging in a general
to the broader nature of knowledge, and an appreciation
social picture, and by virtue of that, a value
for the interrelations between everything that is studied
here. Preferably this would be done in an interdisciplinary structure. Most of what one does has social
manner, rather than one that is merely distributive, so that implications, so the only question becomes one
of how, if at all, one chooses to categorize those
the exposure's effectiveness be maximized.
social implications in the decision-making
This exposure is not a choice one can make, but a
prerequisite to education. Even though they may seem process.
So the issue in regards to our education is not
separate, such disparate areas of interest as English and
one of whether values should be addressed, for
music, physics and sociology, and any other two
that is automatic; rather, it is one of how those
departments you select are fundamentally intertwined
with one another. By separating them to the degree that values should be addressed. Critics of the
requirement are right when they say that the
we do currently, we' risk a level of simplification that is
school has no right to enforce a certain system of
not pedagogically accurate. Many have made the
argument that a base level of knowledge (such as might values. But they are wrong when they say any
be acquired in a general education) decreases the level of discussion of culture necessarily embodies such
Matt Bromley graphic
an enforcement.
specialization that one can seek in one's preferred
To be sure, a proposal which is so closely tied
discipline, I would argue that it is just the opposite.
While even a presumption that one should have citizenship
Without an appreciation to the extent that, say, chemistry,
to the question of values and various political ideologies
is a value judgment, my personal opinion is that it is a fair
carries with it the risk of (choosing the judgment to make. Social interrelation is not a deniable
is impacted upon by outside
academically easy, but stupid, road) of entity. It is a fact. One is always free to define for oneself
factors, one can have no
prioritizing indoctrination over
understanding of the results likely
specific applications.]
A proposal which is so
education. This is why I am somewhat
to be produced by any given action
If a cultural requirement is passed, it will be essential
leery of what it means when people use
or development (for a further
for both its utility and acceptability that it be one that not
closely tied to the
discussion of correlations between
such phrases as a "social justice"
emphasize any one particular interpretation.
science and society-at-large, see
requirement, or a requirement that one
Unlike courses like Calculus I, there is no social
question of values and
be educated in the nature of consensus on the precise nature of something like racism
this weeks Features section).
... political ideologies
For me, the question is not so
"institutionalized racism" — not that
or sexism. Of course, one can say something bland like
much whether we should have
these should not addressed (and not that
"racism is bad," and in that case receive little to no vocal
carries with it the risk of I would oppose a requirement that opposition,
requirements as what the nature of
but such profession bears neither increased
those requirements should be. In
specified them in greater detail, though I
knowledge nor increased ability to act. We do need to learn
.. .prioritizing
the absence of a core curriculum
am greatly skeptical of it being done in a
about the nature of racism. How can this be freed of
indoctrination over
(which would be preferable but
way that is being non-judgmental). Of ideological constraints?
would contain numerous logistical
course they need to be touched upon in
One distinction that must be drawn is between the
education
difficulties), it is imperative to
_
some manner. A vital part of education presentation of ideas, and the acting out of those ideas.
assure full breadth without any
is preparation for citizenship, and giving
Another might be between information and interpretation.
unnecessary sacrifice to freedom.
oneself the capability to be a better
One can, to be sure, hold (and this is just an example for
In discussing the issue of a cultural requirement
citizen, if one chooses to be. Without this component,
the purposes of illustration) that the desegregation cases
specifically, a lot comes down to the way in which one
education would be reinforcing a misleading presumption
the Supreme Court made in the 1960's were wrong. But in
positions the role of culture, or more specifically in this
about real social life: that a society could function in which
order to do this in any manner other than from faith or
case, cultural biases, in the framework of an education
one did not take into account the presence of others, and
ignorance, one should probably be aware of all that such a
generally. Understanding things such as historical context,
the rules or guidelines that that might conceivably entail.
position entails. This would include: 1) the main logic
the nature of difference and power, and the way in which
Education is for this world, not some
behind both one's own opinion and
one relates to the other individuals and society of the world
solitary realm in outer space.
others, 2) the nature, role, and
represents far more than any mere acquisition of
[To digress for a moment: Some
^—
guidelines of the Supreme Court,
information. They are a process of thought. I don't think
have of late have criticized the usage of
and 3) at least some acquaintance
A vital part of
"skill" would be the appropriate word to use here, but they
word citizenship. While acknowledging
with the reality of the Black
certainly provide one with a level of understanding and
that it can be misleading, I nevertheless
experience. Just as in the scientific
education is
sophistication towards the world which one would not bear no hesitation about promoting it as
fields one must use data to
preparation for
have otherwise.
a framework for viewing one's place
supplement hypotheses, so too in
It is in this way that they relate to the broad nature of
within the world. In a technical sense,
the realm of politics one must be
citizenship, and giving willing
a liberal arts education. The key word in this latter phrase
citizenship might be defined as "a native
to engage in an
is EDUCATION. That is why we are here; therefore, for
of" or "one owing loyalty to, and entitled
investigation of experience before
oneself the capability
any presentation of requirements, that is what must be by birth to the protection of" a particular
finalizing the righteousness of one's
conceived of as the primary purpose and criteria by which
to be a better citizen if own theoretical positions.
area or place. I interpret it, though, in a
we judge any proposal. Will these courses be education,
practical sense; albeit one that indirectly
Education, then, might be
one chooses to be
or will they, as critics charge, represent an unwarranted
utilizes these very definitions, and in
formulated as the acquisition of the
"value judgement" or "moralism" to be inflicted upon the
particular, the second one. When one
ability to make knowledgeable
student body? Are they a "desirable" or an "essential?"
looks at this in a global sense, or even in
decisions. One is still free to hold
And if they are essential, to what extent must they be taught
a regional sense that is not tied to
any opinion, the only thing that is
in order in order to provide the minimum degree of national affiliations, it means a couple of things. 1) That
transformed is one's options in making those decisions.
preparation?
one holds a role within a larger society (this might be the
As John Stuart Mill pointed out in On Liberty, you only
Some have attempted to separate the cultural
first definition), and 2) That with that role comes both rights
know the strengths of your own views after you have
requirement, or education generally, from the question of
and responsibilities (this would be tied to the second
encountered those that are divergent.
values. And indeed, in today's commodity-centered
definition). Essentially, what it means on the most basic level
Furthermore, one would hope that not all that one took
culture, values are frequently isolated from the curriculum.
is that there is such a thing as social responsibility (or, another
This, as has been pointed out by many, is a fallacious
way of phrasing it: that there is such a thing as values).
Continued on Page 17
Continued from Page 14
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Don’t unsubscribe, unbowdlerize
Not too long ago, you may have innocently logged
into the new and improved abacus and found 20-30 new
messages awaiting your perusal. No, you didn't
suddenly become popular. Chances are, you were
automatically subscribed to Bates' new general
education ("gened" for short) mailing list to discuss the
proposed general education requirement changes. The
"you" in this case refers to a collective of faculty,
students, and administration.
Most people will recall that the first day and a half
following the installment of the gened mailing list was
truly a trial by frustration. What seemed to be a critical
mass of Batesies (and we're not just talking about the
students) attempted to unsubscribe from the list. These
temporarily-failed attempts to unsubscribe
demonstrated one of the main failings of the human
race - its inability to follow directions, or, in some cases,
to even read directions. To be fair, some Batesies did
try to unsubscribe the list by following the instructions
provided, but there was a bug in majordomo, the bot
(we’re assuming it was a bot, but then, we don’t know
everything) which handles all the electronic paperwork
of the list-serve, which prevented them from doing so,
at least initially.
The sheer number of people who tried to
"unsubscribe gened" resulted in a mass spamming (a
term which refers to a total inundation of an individual's
electronic mailbox) of Bates e-mail accounts, which in
turn, caused even more people to lose patience with
the list and try to unsubscribe.
This is the first encompassing list-serve in which
all students can take a part, and its presence and use
has answered some questions, while raising a few more.
For the past semester, many members of the Bates
community have been working towards creating greater
interaction between faculty and students. The idea of a
list-serve had been discussed long before "gened"
actually came into being. The principle question
concerning the list which has arisen in the week or so
since its implementation relates to the manner in which
it was implemented. Was the automatic subscription
of the entire campus the most effective way to begin
and encourage future discussion pertaining to the
proposed general education requirements? Or did this

method or undermine the student body and faculty's
ability to decide for themselves what they want to
receive via e-mail?
This was not an issue that members of the Editorial
Board of The Student were able to agree upon. For
some, the method of implementation, and the
awkwardness of representation were a turn off which
prompted them to unsubscribe. For others, the fact that
they did not need to actually do anything, but could
still receive the list was a positive thing as they were
able to get information about campus sentiment first
hand, without having to read an article and without
even having to leave their computer terminal.
The differences in appreciation of the technical
aspects of the list-serve mimic the current topic of
the gened discussion - the multicultural requirement.
This discussion quickly moved from multicultural
requirement, yes or no, to a debate on how
multicultural awareness is best achieved.
Again, there is a contingency which believes that
a requirement forces something on the student which
is best learned when there is a desire for the
knowledge. This contingency also puts forth the idea
that multicultural awareness is best learned when
incorporated into existing classes.
The primary opposing view is that having
multicultural "options" does not work because
students are complacent, do not take advantage of the
"options," and are unaware of many of the inherent
power structures and of the societal, economical and
political imbalances between different cultural groups.
While the first days showed a depressing number
of unsubscribes, those who kept the list, who either
lurked in the shadows of the list, reading but not
responding, or both read and responded, showed that
the ideal of the list is being achieved, to some degree.
Students and faculty are discussing issues of relevance.
While the discussion may be specifically about the
general education requirements, more and more it is
broaching on subjects which have broader impact on
community life.
So what's the first quarter score? Technicalities-O,
Ideals-2.

Watch Luke battle the abrominable snowman at your local
cineplex. “I am your father” -Vader “The kid is not my
son” -Mike Jackson “Datsun”- Nissan “The sun of the
evening sun” -Z. N. H. If you want, to read “sentences”
that make sense; read the Times.
Christopher Lau ’00 (the official D.J. of the Student) rocks
WRBC Thursday mornings like a precious metal of
exceptional rigidity.
0000H ... forbidden Bromley-Homer S.
If you read the Student, you can write us (letter to the
editor) but only by writing for us can you right us.
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Ethics at the dawn of the genetic age
by Ethan Miller
The Genetic Age is dawning.
The power that came with
nuclear technology, the power to
destroy the world, is now joined
by a new and more subtly
dangerous power: the ability of
humans to alter the very fabric of
life.
Scientists
have
been
manipulating genetic material for
decades. Genetic engineering, a
technology which enables genes
from one species to be
transplanted into another, is
already used for many practical
applications, most notably in
agribusiness. Dr. Ian Wilmut's
recent success in cloning a healthy
sheep from adult sheep
mammary tissue has brought
genetic technology into a new
realm of possibilities.
Although the cloning
technique is currently inefficient
and expensive, it is likely that
■necessary advances will be made
to allow the use of such
technology in agriculture,
livestock production, and the
creation of new organisms for
medical uses. Many scientists are
not certain that human beings can
be cloned but Wilmut himself
admits that "there's no reason in
principle why you couldn't do it."
The implications of this
technology are tremendous. Used
for what many would claim as
humanitarian purposes, such
power to manipulate life forms
could allow us to create extra
nutritious, disease and insect
resistant super-crops, new and
cheaper medicines, and masses of
uniform quality livestock. If
human cloning were made
possible, parents of dying
children could ensure that a
genetically
identical
(or
improved) version of their child
be born again to replace the
deceased. But are all of these

"noble" pursuits in the name of
Progress as beneficial and harmless
as some might have us think?
Certainly not.
On multiple levels, this
technology is flawed and
dangerous. Our ongoing pursuit
for control over nature has led us
to a power which may be too great
a responsibility to wield. Genetic
engineering
and
cloning
technology could benefit some
human beings greatly. However,
the cost that will be paid by other

We must begin
immediately to question
this technology, to
discuss its benefits and
its dangers, [and] to
protest its harmful use
people, organisms, and the
ecological system may be more
devastating than any calamity in
human history.
We have learned from the
science of ecology that organisms
exist in a complex and continually
balancing web of interdependence.
The introduction of genetically
altered life-forms into an
ecosystem may have tremendous
negative effects. Cloning will lead
to masses of genetically identical
organisms, all susceptible to
destruction by the same
environmental
factors.
By
manipulating an ecosystem in a
way that decreases diversity, we
become increasingly dependent on
genetic technology to solve the
problems created by it. Layers of
technological band-aids may hide
the wounds, but they will not heal
them. No scientist understands the
dynamics of ecosystems well
enough to predict the effects of
such massive alterations. When we
play with genetics, we are playing
with a mystery that is ultimately

beyond our control.
There are other dangers. The
immediate damaging effects of
cloning livestock and other crops
will be to reinforce the dominance
of massive agribusinesses over
small local farmers and ranchers.
Such local scale agriculture will not
be able to survive in competition
with corporate conglomerates that
employ genetic technology to
increase yields and quality. Cloning
technology will further encourage
the growing hegemony of
corporate capitalism and the
ongoing economic oppression of
local people, particularly in the
Third-World.
If genetic technology continues
to advance, the cloning and genetic
manipulation of humans will
become possible and therefore
highly probable. "Technological
possibilities are irresistible to man,"
said Dr. John Von Neumann.
"When you see something that is
technically sweet you go ahead and
do it," said Dr. Robert
Oppenheimer. These were the men
who created the atomic bomb.
In a global economy without
enforceable international law, the
use of cloning and engineering
technology will know no
boundaries. Human beings never
have utilized and never will utilize
a powerful technology for merely

In a global economy
without enforceable
international law, the
use of cloning ... will
know no bounds
benevolent purposes. The potential
for malevolent use of genetic
technology on humans and other
organisms is a horrifyingly real
prospect.
Genetic technology now gives
us the ability to extend the
industrial machine to the organic

level. We can manipulate living
beings to become efficient, cheap,
and specialized to fit the needs of
the marketplace. Plants and
animals are moved one step further
in the direction of having the same
ethical status as a chunk of iron ore.
Scientists and corporations now
have patents on genetically altered
organisms. Some creatures are no
longer animals, but inventions.
Welcome
to
the
total
commodification (and domination)
of the planet.
The implications of genetic
technology are fascinating, vast,
and terrifying. For the first time,
many people seem to be
questioning the wielding of such
power. Unfortunately, those in
power, those who stand to make a
profit, are moving full steam ahead
towards genetic control. An article
in The Economist stated that "to
turn away from what biology and
medicine can do out of nostalgia for
Eden would be folly indeed." But
it is the genetic technology itself
that is fueled by a mythology of

Eden. Cast out of the garden for
eating from the tree of
knowledge
and
given
"dominion" over the earth, we
are attempting to artificially
reconstruct our lost paradise.
With genetic engineering we
will cure all disease. With
cloning we can become
immortal. We will create a
perfectly engineered worldpredictable and sanitized, the
utopian industrial dream. A
brave new world? This is
dangerous mythology.
We
must
begin
immediately to question this
technology, to discuss its
benefits and its dangers, to
protest its harmful use, to
challenge the fundamental
assumptions
that
such
technology is built on. This is
not a small matter. The future of
the world is truly at stake. Think
about it. Act upon it. "Too late"
is rapidly approaching.

Take that bunny, this article keeps going ... and going
Continued from Page 15
in from the class would be matter of thinking about the
ideological positions that he or she holds, though this be a
vital portion of it. In learning any new thing, if it is
presented in a way that is at all palatable, one finds the
enjoyment presented by that knowledge. The study of
culture should not only be critical, but should also include
what there is to be celebrated about that culture. In looking
at the way jazz performers such as Duke Ellington and
Charlie Parker responded through music to a society with
limited expectations of them, one comes across the horrors
of racism but one also learns something about those
moments when the spirit triumphs.
As was pointed out by someone on the email line,
What interests us is not innate. It is something developed
over life. Increased exposure only benefits this
development, by enlarging its range of experience and
ability for comparison. And so in studying a subject which
we wouldn't ordinarily, whether that be science or

multiculturalism or even anthropology, we not only increase
our knowledge of our preferred fields, and become betterrounded individuals, but also enlarge our own opportunities.
The purpose of a course in multiculturalism, much like
many of the other requirements, should not be looked at

[The requirements] will not make you into
a responsible citizen. These are things that
you have to do on your own
something created in a way that they are contingent upon
any specific results. Rather, they should be looked at as
something intended to heighten awareness as to a certain
field of inquiry. They will not necessarily make you believe
in institutional bias (though they likely will acquaint you
with the idea of it, which is compelling), and they will not

"make you" into a responsible citizen. These are things
that you have to do on your own. What they will do is
ensure that you have not been denied the opportunity to
understand cultures outside your own, which would be an
injustice both to you and others.
In the discussions that have taken place, a lot of people
have mentioned the low attendance at multicultural events.
A requirement will not necessarily change this level of
interest. What it will do is make difficult a few of the typical
excuses that might come up: I don't have time (well, now
you get a class credit), I don't have the necessary
background in it, it's not related to me, etc. However, we
should not delude ourselves into thinking that any action
upon the part of the school, government, or other agent of
authority can ever replace individual initiative. A cultural
requirement will not eliminate racism, ignorance, or bias.
It will only make those who choose to fight these ills more
capable; they will be endowed with greater institutional
Continued on Page 18
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Clinton no worse than Old Testament kings
Dear Editor,
What else can we expect from
the followers of Jesus Christ
whose
mean-spirited
interpretation of the seventh
commandment against adultery
is staggering: "Whosever looketh
on a woman to lust after her hath
committed adultery with her
already in his heart" (Matthew
5:28). His proposed solution to
this problem of lust in the verses
which follow that verse is even
more staggering.
Before
bible-thumpers
impugn the sexual mores of
President Bill Clinton they should
read more closely about the
profligacies of David and the
debaucheries of Solomon also
found in the bible.
King David had an affair
with Bathsheba and even
arranged to have her husband die

(2 Samuel 11). David also had a
homosexual affair with Saul's son
Jonathan (1 Samuel 18:1-4,20:41-42,
and 2 Samuel 1:25-26).
King Solomon had a harem of
seven hundred wives and three

Sanctimonious prudes
should not hold
President Bill Clinton
to sexual moral
standards which ...
biblical rulers did not
follow
hundred concubines (1 Kings 11:3).
He also wrote frankly erotic poetry
in the Song of Solomon.
This may be partially

explained by the fact that the "book
of law" was discovered in 621 BCE
under the reign of Josiah (2 Kings
22:8) more than three hundred
years after the Golden Age of
Hebrew civilization in 980 BCE
under King David. The law was

the greatest biblical rulers did not
follow. The bible itself exposes their
religious hypocrisy as a fraud.
Sincerely,
Jim Senyszyn

support then they have presently,
when race and power is outside
the center of the curriculum,
whereas something like physical

education, with nothing near the
social relevance or educational
value, is within it.
Another frequent comment
has been that two courses are
insufficient to gain a solid

.

^

Physics
Spaghtti
and Bio
Continued from Pagel3

Letters
to the Editor
unknown to David and Solomon
but was added hundreds of years
later as an afterthought.
Sanctimonious prudes should
not hold President Bill Clinton to
sexual moral standards which even

Are you mentally
unbalanced?
Write for the
Student.

The outrages keep on coming
Continued from Page 17

(

foundation in something such as
multiculturalism, especially when
one is confronting a bias
predetermined by growing up in a
predominantly white country.
Aside from the possible

problematics of assuming that
these courses are supposed to
change a person's view, rather than
merely force someone to rethink
them (and then decide from
themselves), there is within this
argument
a
partial
misunderstanding of the role of the
requirement. The requirement is
not supposed to set one up for life;
it's merely supposed to make one
aware that there are other things
out there, and to give students an
opportunity to investigate them.
Without 1) work and interest on the
part of the student; 2) individual
effort to take part in further events;
and 3) increased integration of race,
gender and class to the rest of the

,

Again we cannot
force students to do
anything. Ale can
merely make sure that
whatever decision
they make is a
conscious one
curriculum; of course there is going
to be little benefit derived. But
again, we cannot force students to
do anything. We can merely make
sure that whatever decision they
make is a conscious one.
In regards to the specific nature
of the proposed requirement itself,
I think some adequate responses
have been made to this on the gen.
ed. wire; I will summarize some of
them here, as well as incorporate
Continued on Page 20

obvious that pressing on the
end of a strand of limp
spaghetti doesn't do crap. I
think gravity might be
involved
around
here
somewhere, but the only way
to be sure is to determine
whether spaghetti can be eaten
in space. Heisenberg tells us ...
Now you may be saying to
yourself, "Who gives a f-ck
where it is exerted, it is enough
to know that the air bears
somewhere and that the
pressure differential in
aggregate
is
some
mathematically quantifable

fust about everything
in the sciences affects
everyone to a degree,
perhaps even the
science of spaghetti,
but let's not kid
ourselves into thinking
that people care
amount, as a consequence
whereof the spaghetti forced
into your mouth." I couldn't
agree more.
There can be no doubt that
no student should leave this
College without some degree of
literacy in the sciences. Yet an
effort must be made to present
information to non-majors at
this school which is applicable
to their lives. Just about
everything in the sciences
affects everyone to a degree,
perhaps even the science of
spaghetti, but let's not kid
ourselves into thinking that
people care. It appears'that Bio
101 will have a new textbook
soon. Perhaps this represents
a tacit admission on the part of
the Bio department that the
book they made me pay
seventy dollars for last
semester was as bad as I
thought it was. It doesn't really
matter, I put that book under
the tire of my car a couple of
months ago when it was stuck
in the snow (the car not the
book). What does matter is that
at no point during the previous
semester was the book a bigger
help to me. I can only hope
that the new textbook will
rectify the situation.
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Continued from Page 20
white issue. It is something that
we all must confront. No one
gets any free exceptions.
The other important thing
he discusses is the fact that
racism and the difficulties faced
by individuals because of their
race cannot be separated from
the larger social context. Until
we confront the way in which
material circumstances and race
interrelate, and address the
issue of the larger, and
pervasive, social disintegration,
we will not attain full
understanding of many of the
root causes of present conflicts
and prejudices.
I hope the present
discussion continues, and I
hope that students, such as
those meeting to act on behalf
of social justice, continue to seek
to force change. The institution
can make us learn, but it is only
we that can act.
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Beware, the end cometh (I promise)
Continued from Page 18
some responses of my own.
There is the issue that in the
requirements is the phraseology
"including but not limited to
those that consider class, gender,
race, ethnicity)." I think the
reasoning of the committee,
which emphasized other forms
of oppression (sexual orientation,
physical disabilities, religion,
etc.) and the desire not to repeat
the mistakes made in much
governmental civil rights
legislation
(which
often
predetermine the categories of
diversity), is good on this point.
There is also the complaint
that the requirements do not
specifically mention the need to
include categories such as social
justice or disempowerment.
While I find justice to be
extremely important as a value,
I'm not sure that it is something
one can teach. One can, of
course, prepare students with the
mechanics to deal with justice —
history, critical thinking, the
humility that comes with true
learning, perhaps even some
familiarity with philosophical
concepts. One would hope that
justice is something that is taught
through the curriculum as a
whole.
Seeing as social justice is sort
of a nebulous concept (what is
justice? and who decides?), a
better way of looking at such an
issue might be as social
responsibility or human
interaction.
Justice (and
specifically, justice in regards to
issues of diversity, discrimination
and power) cannot really be
separated from ethics as a whole
(in spite of what postmodern
theorists might wish). Could
Bates mandate a course on these
issues?
Just in terms of numbers,
such a requirement (unlike the
two required courses in human
culture, which already is taught
in different disciplines across the
College) would necessitate
dramatic restructuring of the
curriculum. If the classes were
like most of the general
education fillers, they would be
overcrowded, something that
would not facilitate the
discussion which represents the
essence of any class on an issue
such as ethics or justice (or at
least those that encourage
individual thinking — a
historical presentation might
work, but it would lack many of
the benefits being sought by
promoters of this requirement).
The two courses in cultures
(one within the U.S., one outside
the U.S.) won't necessarily entail
investigation into questions such

as institutional bias (though some
of them will), that much is true. But
hopefully, through acquaintance
with difference, and through
greater tolerance of it, one will
come to respect it in such a way as
to consider justice for all peoples to
be of fundamental value.
One thing that can be seen
from the e.mail, and from many of
our everyday interactions, is that
we all have something to learn.
Knowledge is not a finite field with
set boundaries; it is a continuous
series of questions and studies. The
presumption that multiculturalism
is only an issue for some students
represents ignorance (for of course
we are all affected by race, even
though some may have less to lose
in refusing to acknowledge it). The
presumption that studying Polish-

Did you feel cheated
after spending six bucks
to get into that movie,
"The Neverending
Story?" This article
alone is worth the price
of the Student.
or Irish- Americans is the same
things as studying whites generally
represents ignorance (could one
say that people of color are
automatically included in any
study of America, merely by virtue
of their living in America?). The
argument that they are fully
assimilated is contradicted by their
lack of historical representation.
Similarly, when someone writes
"your white male presidents, you
white millionairs, your great white
war generals, your white artists
and musicians" they are assuming
that simply because people are
white there is some automatic
correlation between them.
These sorts of generalizations
(that all whites are are of a single
identity, that all blacks are one
identity, or that all of anything is
one group merely on the basis of
skin color) begins to look dubious
with a little reflection upon the
world around us. Serbians and
Croatians have had not hesitation
in killing Bosnians, Hutus have had
no hesitation in killing Tutsis, and
the Chinese have had no hesitation
about killing Tibetans. When we
get too caught up with the
linguistics and abstractions of
ideology, we tend to lose touch
with reality.
What a lot of this comes down
to is that we all are ignorant in some
way. We all need to continue
discussing, and learning from one

another. I would not claim to be
different from anyone else in this
respect.
There are other issues that it
would be important to study aside
from human cultures.
The
diversity of ecosystems is certainly
one of them (though for reasons
like those with justice, as well as
others, it does not seem to be a good
idea for a requirement). Aside from
the general issue of our present
maladaption to our environment,
and the arrogance it portrays, there
is the issue of who is typically
affected most by foolish
environmental policies (namely,
marginalized groups).
The two course requirement
certainly does not embody all there
is to learn. But it is a minimum that
it is fair to enforce upon anyone
graduating with a Bates degree.
Unlike some of the more poorly
conceived proposals (such as the
20.06 MAR’85
<=scw. inc
"practicum in citizenship", which
contains the risk of resentment,
double standards, harm and
This graphic is an independent art project of Jeremy Breningstall.
patroriization to surrounding
communities, and the loss of
encouragement in the classroom
emphasis upon individual entire curriculum.
One student said that, "To doesn't hurt.
responsibility) it infringes little
As we look across at the
upon the freedoms of students.
attempt to some up a myriad of
Some might phrase this as a different cultures in two classes wealth of people and societies in
conflict between civil liberties and trivializes the ones covered and this world, and the ways in which
civil rights. This terminology is marginalized those not covered." we relate to them, as well as the
misleading, since what is usually My response is that a requirement conflicts that can arise between
being inferred by these terms is the is not supposed to teach you about them, we begin to discover that
competing values of freedom and every culture. If you took 32 the world does not revolve around
equality, both of which are rights courses on multiculturalism, you us. We are only one component
in certain circumstances. Requiring still wouldn't be able to achieve in a vast range of knowledge,
a minimal degree of education this. Rather, it is meant to illustrate experience, and interests.
As we realize this, what we
before graduation, however, is a few of the many cultures out
hardly an infringement on there. Even though numerous begin to understand is that there
cultures will obviously be excluded is no such thing as "your history."
anyone's rights.
The purpose of the cultural from any inquiry, at least through While I have found much of the
requirement
as
currently some study of difference or e.mail debate to be enlightening,
constituted would both include ordinarily marginalized topics one one thing that perturbed me was
latitude to study many cultures, will attain a certain level of respect the extent to which people
and tolerance believed that someone must be of
and the absence
for the world your race in order either to learn
of pressure to
around us, and from them or to feel related to their
take a specific
the people that experience. We are all people; we
ideological
What we begin to
live in it, in all have differences, but we are not
point of view
understand is that
that different.
their diversity.
upon
the
Another
I would like to conclude this
relations
there is no such
comment was article by briefly mentioning Race
between those
that,
"A Matters by Cornel West, which is
cultures.
thing as "your
scholastic being used as the text for one of
Questions such
history" ... We have requirement is the discussion groups that has
as what is
the easy way begun meeting. West presents two
institution bias,
differences, but we
out.
It will themes that will be extremely
or
how
oppression is to
are not that different sterilize the important for us to understand
whole thing before we can examine accurately
be created, are
and make itP.C. the issue of race. One is that race
not things to be
answered for students. Rather, and fruitless." This is a risk, but (and this can be applied to any
they are questions that should be hopefully one that we can avoid, form of diversity) is not merely an
raised in the minds of students. through both not overemphasizing issue for the subjugated group.
Whether the present proposed the power of one small segment of The presence of racism, if
requirements do so sufficiently is the curriculum (to the point that anything, says more about the
something that has been one stretches its limits beyond the group that is doing the
questioned, and will continue to be relevant ranges of free-ranging subjugating than about the victim,
questioned. Such questioning is academia) and through continuing who are not capable of having
useful, but should not limit itself to to seek open discussion across the much say in the relationship. Race
the issue of .these narrow board. The community is the best is a black issue, but it is equally a
requirements alone, but should way for these discussions to take
Continued on Page 19
look across the curriculum and the place, but a small amount of
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The thesis photo spread: the
intravenous feeding, the last minute
dash, the celebration begins.
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Honors thesis student sprints to make the deadline.
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SYRACUSE
UNIVERSITY
Dear Bookless,
We're playing hot-potato, Bookless, and your topic is the tuber; that means
hands off. I'll answer you, despite taboo, because an individual as high-profile
as I, Fifi Shalom, needs not fear mafia retribution.
Yes, mafia. It's a well-known fact (and incidentally a hush-hush quiet (shhh)
secret) that the Canadian publishing industry is controlled by the Canadian
mafia. If this doesn't scare you, then you're probably picturing Average Joe
Godfather type guys, in which case you'd be dead wrong. Think furry, think
thousands of pounds, think antlers... the MOOSE mafia.
Have you never wondered, Bookless, why so many North American moose
choose Canada as their home? A penchant for maple leaves, perhaps? Your
naivete is daunting. When was the last time you saw a moose in Ohio? New
Orleans? Utah? Moose do, paradoxically, inhabit the Main-like Canadian bor¬
der states, but not for love of stars and stripes, nor lobster, nor summer homes
in Kennebunkport; it's all about money-laundering.
Inflated cover prices assures each mobster a 30 percent "cut" of the profit—
straight into the pockets you never knew they had. Yeah, I felt cheated toountil I realized just how lucky I am to be alive. Avoid Baxter State Park and
Moosehead Lake. Avoid the one they call BigLenny. Bum this papernojy: (451°
F) and speak of it nevermore.
2X—'
<"

119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472
suabroad@syr.edu
http://
sumweb.syr.edu/dipa
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Honors thesis student at reception reaping rewards. Yummy!

Fifi’s column
should run
down the
column-that’s
why they call
it a column.

by Amanda Hinnant.

It's your last chance; thesis contributions
still being accepted by senior staff!

-Mimi Cologne

TWe il fuch <*
<*/ d free ride
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Announcing the AT&T
"Ultimate Road Trip"
Sweepstakes.
Going abroad this school year?
AT&T would like to help pay
your way.
10 Grand Prize Winners —
Round-Trip Air Transportation
from the U.S. to the country where
you'll be studying.
Plus thousands of chances to win
high-quality currency converters
(hey, you may find it more valuable
than the air transportation)
To enter,

1

call

800 257-54.24. ext. 300

Or you can enter on-line at

Do it today.
No purchase necessary.
Void where prohibited.
Sweepstakes ends 5/1/97.
Open to residents of the U.S., 18 years or
older, enrolled at a U.S. college or university during the *97-'98 school year and traveling internationally for 14
days or more.
See your Study Abroad Counselor or http://www.att.com/student_abroad for official rules and details.

C

1997 AT&T

Honors thesis student being fed while still typing.

by Josiah Ahlgren
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Annual
Gala
will
feature
Sax player struts
his stuff in Chapel big band, jazz/pop group
by Josh Popichak
It is not often that a well-known jazz musician such as James
Carter makes an appearance at Bates. And so, when such an appear¬
ance does take place, the result is almost inevitably a large crowd.
The accuracy of this relationship (well-known musician
equals large crowd) was borne out on the evening of Saturday, March
1, when Carter, along with his three-member jazz ensemble, per¬
formed a sold-out show in that most-hallowed of concert halls, the
College Chapel.
Carter, one of the most acclaimed young saxophonists on
the contemporary jazz scene, treated the near-capacity audience which
packed the Gothic edifice to a stellar performance of the music which
has made him famous; music which strikes a remarkable balance
between mainstream and freeform jazz.
As Downbeat magazine put it, Carter's "all-embracing mu¬
sical vision and volcanic tone blow away all distinctions between
swing, bop, and free jazz.'' "Rather than honoring the classic com¬
positions with a stiff neck, Carter blows their guts out, turning jazz
back to its roots," gushed a similarly positive reviewer in Playboy.
Such high praise has been characteristic of Carter's style since he
first began attracting attention from music critics, and is similar to
that voiced by many of those who attended his performance at Bates.
The show here began with Carter, 27, descending onto the
Chapel's makeshift stage, which, as usual, was by that point clut¬
tered with a veritable cornucopia of sound and lighting equipment,
instruments, and various other pieces of jazz band paraphernalia.
Clad in a sleek pin-striped suit and black hat vaguely remi¬
niscent of Harlem Nights, Carter maintained the dignified air of some¬
one familiar with and truly fond of what they are doing as he pre¬
pared for the performance. He appeared 'as cool as a cucumber' (to
use jazz lingo), as he deftly manipulated his instruments through a
series of skee-dee-lee boo-wops and other warm-up exercises, which
both entertained and amused what was, up to that point, an increasingly-restless audience. Meanwhile, the rest of Carter's ensemble
(which includes a drummer, a bass player, and a pianist) quietly and
patiently waited for the start of the show.
The actual start came somewhat without warning, but nev¬
ertheless elicited enthusiastic cheers from the audience, which ap¬
parently included a significant number of non-Bates-affiliated jazz
aficionados. Carter, who appeared to be in excellent form, lived up
to his reputation as an artist who can easily combine traditional jazz
with the wilder, explosive side characteristic of free jazz. The first
half of the concert in particular, highlighted this remarkable talent,
which even some of those attending their first jazz concert were able
to take note of.
Ankur Sarin '98, himself a novice in the jazz appreciation
field, enjoyed the concert overall. "At some points, it was difficult
for me to appreciate what he was doing," he said, alluding to some
of the less-than-harmonious chords struck by Carter (part of the over¬
all effect of free jazz on the listener). "But I can really see how he
enables it to all come together," he added, before going on to say that
"by the end of the concert, I found myself enjoying the contrast be¬
tween the two types of sounds he produces. Overall, I was quite
impressed by him [Carter]."
Throughout the show, which lasted approximately two
hours, Carter displayed the incredible enthusiasm for music and for
the saxophone, which, in combination with his rare talent, has en¬
abled his recordings to make both The New York Times' and the Vil¬
lage Voice's year-end "best of" lists. Carter, who began his profes¬
sional career at 17 when he toured with acclaimed trumpeter Wynton
Marsalis, has released a total of five CDs (Conversin' with the Elders
being the latest), and has been the recipient of numerous music awards
throughout the past decade. Most recently, he was a first-place win¬
ner of N2K's Global Jazz Poll Award in 1996.
Continued on Page 25

Legendary trumpet player Maynard Ferguson and his Big Bop Nouveau band will perform at the
R. Andrew Lepley photo.
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by Melissa Young
The theme: "A Midsum¬
mer Night's Dream." The place:
the Grey Cage and Alumni Gym.
The scheduled date: Saturday,
March 22. What else could these
pieces of information signal but the
approach of Bates College's annual
All-College Gala?
This year's Gala, spon¬
sored by the Office of the Presi¬
dent, is the eighth such event to
have taken place at the college, and
represents the continuation of a
tradition that began with the inau¬
guration of President Harward.
The first Gala, held in March 1990,
brought students, faculty, staff, and
other members of the Bates com¬
munity together for a large celebra¬
tion in honor of the inauguration.
It was, according to those who at¬
tended, such a success, that Presi¬
dent Harward made the decision
to repeat it the following year. In
the process, a tradition was born.
This year's Gala, like
those which have gone before, will
feature performances by two mu¬
sical groups, in addition to tables
full of gourmet food and elaborate
decorations based on the chosen
theme for the 1997 Gala: "A
Midsummer's Night Dream."
The first of the two groups
scheduled to perform is the Heavy
Metal Horns, a Boston-based en¬

semble known for their musicallyeclectic sound, which combines
brassy rhythm and blues with
reggae, jazz, soul, and funk. The
Horns straddle the line between
jazz and pop; their sound is not
"heavy metal" as their name
would seem to imply. The Wash¬
ington Times probably put it best,
when it described the group in
such a manner: "toss a little
Fishbone into the musical stew pot,
add a soupcan of Ornette Coleman
and a dash of the Dirty Dozen
Brass Band, and—voila!—we have
the Heavy Metal Horns."
The Heavy Metal Horns
began as a duo in 1987, but have
expanded to become a nine-piece
ensemble over the past ten years,
during which they have released
two CDs and become well-known
in the Boston area. In 1990, they
were named best live act by Bos¬
ton Magazine, and were invited to
perform at the 1991 Boston Globe
Jazz Fest. The band kept busy
throughout 1992 and 1993 touring
worldwide with the well-known
Boston band Extreme (of "More
Than Words" fame), and have con¬
tinued to gain popularity since that
time thanks to what saxophonist
Henley Douglas describes as being
"serious about what we do. Our
music isn't as serious as a lot of
acts, but I think a lot of people find
us refreshing," he hypothesized.

Something similar can be
said for the group scheduled to
headline this year's Gala. The Big
Bop Nouveau Band, led by legend¬
ary trumpet and brass instrument
player Maynard Ferguson, will
perform in the Grey Cage, the
main venue, starting at 9 p.m.
Ferguson, who at 68 is widely-con¬
sidered to be one of the greatest
trumpet players and big band
leaders in the world, has played a
major role in redefining big band
jazz for the '90s. Together with the
Big Bop Nouveau Band he has
managed to mix bebop, straight¬
forward jazz, funk, swing, classi¬
cal, and contemporary music to¬
gether, creating a fresh but time¬
less big band sound. He is best
known for his recording of
"Gonna Fly Now," the theme from
the 1976 motion picture Rocky ,
but has been nominated for
Grammies a total of three times.
The Big Bop Nouveau
Band is an octet, but their sound,
the product of two saxophones,
two trumpets, a trombone, a bass,
piano, and drums, far exceeds
their numbers. The band tours ap¬
proximately nine months out of
the year all over the world, and
recently recorded a CD titled, ap¬
propriately enough, These Cats Can
Swing.
Continued on Page 25
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Romeo VS. Juliet: classic drama reinterpreted for '90s
by Sara Milstein
Let me begin by stating
that I have consciously chosen not
to write a review of Romeo vs.
Juliet. Why should my opinion of
the play put on by the Theater De¬
partment this past weekend be
any more important than anyone
else's? In my mind, the question
of whether or not Romeo vs. Juliet
was a "good" play is not up for
debate. The actors and actresses
involved in the production were,
without a doubt, excellent and
perfectly cast. It is thus unfortu¬
nate that the controversial content
of the play caused their perfor¬
mances to be overshadowed by
the general reactions of some
members of the audience. These
strong reactions should actually
be seen as complimentary to the
members of the cast, for they show
that in many cases the acting was
of such high quality that the audi¬
ence had difficulty separating the
participants from the characters
they assumed on stage. To have
theatergoers come out of the play
and say only, "Romeo was amaz¬
ing!" was clearly not the director's
intent.
As far as the general re¬
action to this controversial play is
concerned, Romeo vs. Juliet
seemed to splash over most of the
audience. With little forewarning,

it sickened people to their stom¬
achs, caused them to question the
people who did like it, and had
them calling Professor William
Pope.L (the director) an insane
Shakespeare murderer. These are
all good things. It's quite true that
Shakespeare was murdered. But
Pope.L is not the murderer; we as
a society are. Romeo vs. Juliet
merely sets the stage for an anxious
audience. It's true that the play is
at times confusing and strange.
Without a doubt, there were times
when the words rolled over me as
I tried to concentrate on the action.
The constantly-changing
slides in the background added yet
another dimension to the play, an¬
other sense of place. There was al¬
most too much going on to take it
all in. But as Robin Gibbs '97
("Julie") put it perfectly at the question-and-answer session held fol¬
lowing Saturday night's perfor¬
mance of the play, "you don't have
to look at everything, you can look
at whatever you want." No doubt,
she spoke not only of the contro¬
versial production, but of life as
well.
The entire cast, it seemed,
was eager to respond to the ques¬
tion of how living in Lewiston
aided them in preparing for their
roles, insisting that "We [the char¬
acters they portrayed] do exist.
We're in Lewiston." Not surpris¬

Gina McMahon '97 was one of several seniors who partially
fulfilled the requirements for a major in theater through
performances in Romeo vs. Juliet.
~pat Serengulian photo.

Robin Gibbs '97, Gina McMahon '97, and Katie Wyatt '00
Pat Serengulian photo.
ingly, this assertion provoked
some controversy. But to say that
these kinds of characters exist ev¬
erywhere would not be inaccurate,
.and perhaps would have better
served the purpose of the play.
This rang especially clear at the
end of the play, in the final mono¬
logue by Danielle Perry '98, the
police chief/drug dealer, when she
said, "there are many Juliets, and
there are many, many Romeos."
Nevertheless, director
Pope.L seemed to shy away from
invoking simply a reaction of dis¬
gust or of helplessness. Rather, as
he states in the Director's notes
which accompanied the play,
"Romeo vs. Juliet is about youth in
trouble, and therefore about soci¬
ety in trouble." Pope.L does not
necessarily blame the individual
characters of Romy and Julie (not
to mention the other characters) for
the crises in which they find them¬
selves; he blames their parents.
Members of the cast of
Romeo vs. Juliet reported that
Pope.L's original aim was to have
each individual research (create)
his/her family history, a plan
which implied to them that the in¬
fluence of family is often the rea¬
son people behave in certain ways.
Therefore, as Dan Gavin '00
("Merc") said, "instead of jumping
into a show, we helped formulate
our characters ourselves."
This concept, of parents
vs. children, is one major aspect of
the play carried over from
Shakespeare's original version. It
helps to reassure the audience that
they are not alone, and that less¬
ening the gap between adults and
children is something that must be
done. After all, although this play
appears to present many more
problems with society than exist in
the original; bothTovers-are killed

in the that version whereas only
one is killed in this production.
Some students had a
problem with the reconstruction of
this famous love story. One stu¬
dent asked at the open forum,
"Why not create your own play?"
One reason given was that
Shakespeare also borrowed many
of his plots and story ideas from
the past and fit them to his needs,
and that Pope.L merely did the
same thing.
Some cast members de¬
railed Shakespeare. One remarked
that "Shakespeare was a jerk." Al¬
though I got a kick out of this, I
found an equally hard dilemma to
deal with— the fact that Romeo
was such a perfect jerk that no one

The discomfort
created by Romeo vs.
Juliet was created for
a good reason.
could relate to him. How can you
write a play with a main character
who has no redeeming qualities?
I posed this question to Pope.L af¬
ter the play. His answer was that
in Shakespeare's play, no one
seemed to have a problem relating
to the character of Romeo. Al¬
though he is so ridiculously
lovesick and hopeless, most read¬
ers see him as representing an
ideal, as something that they could
be. Naturally, no one relates to
Romy because no one wants to ac¬
knowledge the bad side of him- or
herself. Pope.L also insisted that
Romy did have some redeeming
qualities. For example, he was
funny, charming, and an attentiongetter.
Robin Gibbs '97 made a

good point when she said that
most characters have two sides.
"In real life people don't always
make sense, so why should it be
different on stage?" she said.
Pope.L accentuated this view
when he said that in the past, ro¬
mantic love was the fashion, not
the norm. One could even make
the argument that the original
story of Romeo and Juliet does not
necessarily represent an ideal. Af¬
ter all, the main characters in it are
so ridiculously dependent on one
another that they kill themselves
in the end. This facet of the mod¬
em play is made more apparent by
showing the actual dangers of de¬
pendency (instead of glorifying it).
If you still can't relate to
this play, I recommend asking
yourself this question. Which
would shock you more: to hear
that Two lovers had killed them¬
selves because of their love for one
another, or that one person killed
her lover?
The discomfort created
by this revised version of the
Shakespearean classic was thus
more or less created for a good rea¬
son. If you felt sick afterwards, it
means the play fulfilled its pur¬
pose. If life was always sunshine
and lollipops for you, it doesn't
mean this kind of shit isn't going
on.
Not only is the unsavory
"interesting," according to Pope.L,
"but it's the part of us we don't
want to look at." All people have
some kind of evil in them. When
everybody acts on it (as in Romeo
vs. Juliet), the world goes to hell.
When everyone ignores it (like
Bates?), the world turns plastic.
Only when everyone acknowl¬
edges and discusses its presence
can things move towards an ideal.
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Carter specializes in 'all that jazz'

Bates College
Friday, March 14
Contradance: Performers TBA. Admission: $4/$2.
Chase Hall Lounge, 8:30 p.m.
Kinderkonzert Series: “Around the World,” featuring
music from Spain, Austria, France, Japan, Great
Britain, Israel, Hungary and the United States. For
more information, call the Portland Symphony
Orchestra at 1-800-639-2309. Admission: $2. Olin
Arts Center Concert Hall, at 9 a.m., 10 a.m., and 11
a.m.

Tuesday, March 18
Noonday Concert Series: performers TBA. Olin Arts
Center Concert Hall, 12:30 p.m.

State of Maine
Friday, March 14
Circus-like performance: “blink,” presented by L/A
Arts, will feature post-modern juggling and more.
Lewiston Middle School Auditorium, 7 p.m. For more
information contact the CSA Office or call 782-7228.
Prominent saxophonist James Carter with his chosen instrument.

Play: “Damn Yankees,” by George Abbot and Douglas
Wallop, with music and lyrics by Richard Adler and
Jerry Ross, will be presented at the Community Little
Theatre on Academy Street in Auburn. The play will
be perfonned Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. For more
information, call the Theatre at 795-5853.
Play: “Seascape,” by acclaimed American author
Edward Albee, will be presented at The Public Theatre,
located at the comer of Lisbon and Maple Sts. in
downtown Lewiston. Performances are scheduled for
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m., and Sunday at 2 p.m. A
post-show discussion will follow the Sunday
performance. For more information on this event, call
the Theatre’s box office at 782-3200.

Musical extravaganza set
for annual All-College Gala
Continued from Page 23
Ferguson, aside from his
phenomenal instrumental prow¬
ess, is known for his encourage¬
ment of young musicians to follow
their musical dreams. He fre¬
quently leads workshops and mas¬
ter classes at colleges and univer¬
sities throughout the United
States. With a band full of young
musicians, Ferguson believes,
"change is always happening.
That's one of the wonderful things

about jazz music."
Dancing and smiles will
be a must at this year's Gala. The
music will be unforgettable as
people immerse themselves in
the vibrant brassy sounds of the
Heavy Metal Horns and
Maynard Ferguson's Big Bop
Nouveau Band. Ferguson and
the Big. Bop Nouveau Band will
play at 9:00 in the Gray Cage,
while the Heavy Metal Horns
start at 9:30 in Alumni Gym. All
in all, it promises to be a night to
remember!
>
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Continued from Page 23
All of these honors are
quite impressive, to say the least,
but what is most impressive about

Carter is the fact that he can truly
deliver, in the musical sense of the
word. Those members of the Bates
community who were lucky (i.e.
smart) enough to attend his per¬

formance can attest to this, and can
count themselves among those
who have been fortunate enough
to have seen one of the jazz world's
rising stars perform live.

The following is a message from
the Arts Editor of the Student:
Although I’m not a poet,.
For you I’ll really try,
Cause it’s your birthday, baby!
You’re twenty-one! That’s why. ’

Happy Birthday, Faye!
Don't do anything ER wouldn't do!
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Skiing Finishes Impressive Season
with Strong Showing at Nationals
by Becky Steer
As a member of the ski team,
fellow Batesies often ask me, "how
did the ski team do this year, any¬
way?" Here is you answer. Awe¬
some.
Not only did Bates surprise the
East Coast racing circuit by consis¬
tently placing in the top five in
team scores throughout our six
week racing season, but our seven
person team that qualified for Na¬
tionals did well enough to place
tenth. That's right, tenth in Divi¬
sion I alpine and nordic skiing. As
of last weeks championships, Bates
is a top ten ski school.
While it is impressive to high¬
light these team results, a look at
individual results is even more
impressive. Each team is allowed
three men and three women in
each discipline (alpine and nordic).
I remember our team my freshman

year (four years ago). It consisted
of one person: a male nordic skier.
With seven skiers, this is the larg¬
est team Bates has ever sent to na¬
tionals. This year, our nordic team
was comprised of Dave Chamberlain '98, Justin Freeman '98, Katie
Gould '97, and Jen Bergeron '98.
The alpine team was made up of
three men: Sean Clark '97, Sandy
Perrins '97, and Bryce Hubner '00.
The championships were
kicked off last Wednesday by the
GS in which Clark, Perrins, and
Hubner placed 15, 24, and 28th re¬
spectively. They carried this mo¬
mentum onto Friday's slalom, in
which they placed 25,27, and 32nd.
Thursday marked the first day
of nordic races and a record day for
Bates. Freeman and Chamberlains'
finishes of 3rd and 6th respectively
in the 10 kilometer classic race sent
the message to other teams that
Bates was a force to be reckoned

with. Freeman and Chamberlain
both noted the tricky waxing that
day and were relived that their skis
worked in the odd snow texture.
The race was won by Frode Lillefjell
from the University of Alaska An¬
chorage. Bergeron and Gould over¬
came less than satisfactory wax con¬
ditions to place 29th and 30th in the
5 kilometer classic race that same
day.
Saturday's nordic races at¬
tracted hordes of people to the
Craftsbury touring center. The
men's 20 kilometer skate race was
first. The mass start of 38 skiers set
the pace for the rest of the race.
Chamberlain and Freeman as¬
sumed their positions in the lead¬
ing pack of skiers for the beginning
of the race which thinned out to¬
wards the middle of the race. As
the race progressed and the skiers
made their way around the four
loop course, the race got more ex¬

citing. Chamberlain moved up,
passing several skiers in the last
few kilometers, to place 6th, while
Freeman displayed pure animal
desire to win and moved up to 15th
place.
The women's 15 kilometer
skate race was even more intense
as a strong Bates crowd cheered on
Katie Gould from a difficult mass
start to place 25th. Bergeron
battled through the pack to finish
36th.
At the awards ceremony,
Chamberlain was named All
American for his finishes in both
races. Freeman was named All
American for his 3rd place in the
classic race. Both skiers still have
another year of eligibility. Univer¬
sity of Utah won the title of Na¬
tional Champion, followed by Uni- ’
versify of Vermont. Bates placed
tenth close behind Dartmouth.

Fairfield?
Tourney
Time!
by Rick Brown
Who will win it all? Who
will pull the upsets? Can Ken¬
tucky repeat? Will this year be
the year for a number 16 seed to
win? Another Keith Smart shot,
ten years later? Is Minnesota for
real? These are a few of the infi¬
nite questions to be answered in
the next couple of weeks. Yes,
the field of 64 has been picked.
The first round games will have
been played by the time this
newspaper is released to Bates.
As games run continuously for
the first few days we may see
some of the best action the tour¬
nament has to offer. College
basketball fans will not be found
often, at their desks, in the li¬
brary, or even at classes as they
watch the teams get cut to the
round of 32, to the.sweet 16, to
the elite 8, down to the presti¬
gious Final Four.
Last year found Kentucky,
Syracuse, UMass and Missis¬
sippi St. in the Final Four. After
making the finals last year Syra¬
cuse was not even selected for
the tournament. They and other
regulars such as Michigan don’t
even have a chance to make the
run of six wins. Yes, they're in
the "other tournament," the NIT,
that no one seems to care one bit
about. For the rest of March the
pools and bets will be running
all over campus as the debates
continue to be nonstop. Stu¬
dents that have never seen each
other will be brought together in
front of televisions across campus.
My pick? Kansas. As much
as I hate rooting for the favorite,
Kansas seems easier for me to
cheer for. As I've watched them
through the year they look un¬
stoppable. Jacque Vaughn has
to be respected by college fans
as he is one of those rare senior
stand-outs that believes in fin¬
ishing up his education before
moving to the big money in the
NBA. They have only lost one
game this year and look to have
the pieces that will keep them
from losing another.
Kentucky has the experi¬
ence of last year's national cham¬
pionship, but that oftentimes
intakes it all that much tougher
orth Carolina and
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I love morning practices...Bates Crew opens with BBC's
by Josh Myles
Few things can drag my sleep-yearning body from bed at 6:30 in the morning. It takes even more to do it on a Saturday morning when the
temperature, as reported by 99.9 FM, is a crisp 11 degrees in Lewiston. That was the case this Saturday when myself and numerous other members
of the Bates Crew team awoke to travel north to Colby and the annual BBC's. Now to some, indoor rowing may seem pointless. More than one
person has keenly pointed out to me that I'm not going anywhere, regardless of how hard I pull. I guess that's one of the first key things you have to
recognize about winter training. You work really hard and literally don't go anywhere, unless you travel to sunny Georgia as we did a few weeks
ago, but that was a 22 hour ride on a bus, we didn't row there.
Never having rowed before, I had not had the experience of participating in an indoor rowing competition, known to you as an erg race. I must
admit, the prospect of pushing myself towards total pain and exhaustion in order to beat the clock was not the most appealing thing to do on a
Saturday morning. But this Saturday was different. BBC's are the symbolic end to the winter season and the great group prayer that the ice will melt
soon. Unfortunately, our beloved 'Scogls still covered with ice so we'll just have to wait a few more weeks, but I digress.
As I warmed up and watched my friends pull their tests, you couldn't help but get excited, and scared. Watching friend after friend push
themselves to the brink of someplace you don't want to be was a bit intimidating, but hey I was ready. The actual test wasn't the important thing here
- if you want statistics, read the end of the article. As I was rowing and becoming quite tired, there were my teammates yelling, screaming, chanting,
pounding on the flour, dancing round the bonfire, anything to push me on. The satisfaction of finishing a 2000 meter test is like none other. You can't
really describe it in many words. Imagine pushing yourself to the brink of collapse, where that horrible feeling is in your stomach, your head is
pounding, and you just want to die. Well, it felt pretty damn good I must say. As for the morning practices, well... I guess somethings can just never
feel good.
The actual results of the competition simply proved that Bates has all the makings of a great season. Bates rowers won four out of the five
individual categories including the top three coxswains slots, the really important race. Many rowers set personal bests including Mike Ferry who
rowed a personal and meet best 6:06, beating his nearest competitor by 17 seconds. Overall, the women's and men's varsity squads and the novice
women took four out of the top five slots in each event including Laurie McKenzie '00 who won the women's competition with a 7:27,14 seconds
ahead of the next competitor. The spring looks quite promising for Bates Crew, the only thing holding them back right now is the ice.
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Kansas?
More
Likely
Continued from page 26
UCLA look very hot coming into
the tournament, which should
carry both of them a while. Min¬
nesota and South Carolina are
teams that are not used to the
rankings they have, and well see
if they deserve to have them. I
don’t believe Duke and Utah have
the necessary depth they need to
win it all. Wake Forest and pre¬
season favorite, Cincinnati, are two
more teams that could cause some
serious havoc. No, it's true, 11-18
Fairfield probably won't win a
game, but they have the chance to
and that's the beauty of the tour¬
nament. March Madness is upon
us and the sporting event that pro¬
vides more excitement than any
other is yet again here. Enjoy it!

Men's
Track
Nationals
by Raj Shekhat
' The Bates indoor track team
finished up the season with some
impressive individual perfor¬
mances at the NCAA Champion¬
ships for Division III in Oshkosh,
Minnesota. Senior Paul Kolter fin¬
ished second in the nation in the 35
pound weight throw with a throw
of 56 feet 4 and 1/2 inches. Senior
Spencer Potter added a fourth
place performance with a throw of
54 feet 4 and 3/4 inches. Sopho¬
more Billy McEvila finished elev¬
enth with a throw of 51+ feet in the
35 pound weight throw. Freshmen
Matt Twiest finished eighth in the
1500 meter run with an excellent
time of 3:59:56. All the individuals
named above placed in the Nation
in their respective events. The four
Bates team members helped the
team achieve an unofficial national
ranking of tenth in the nation, how¬
ever the team is likely to finish bet¬
ter than that according to the new
standards for determining nation
rank. The Bates team had an in¬
credible season with amazing per¬
formances by a number of athletes,
some of whom carried the team to
the national level. The Bates track
team would like to thank Coach
Albert Fereshetian for his hard
work and perseverance in leading
the Bates team to one of the best
seasons in the school’s history.
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Question on the Qua
What is your favorite stimulant?

"You know in Commons - those
desserts with the green on the
bottom and the chocolate on the top
-at Bates, that's my favorite
stimulant."

"Enemas "

"The New Ben and Jerry's
Flavor, 'Coffee Coffee Buzz
Buzz Buzz.'"

-Sean McNally '97

"The lick of Satan's seat."
-Justin Lander '98

-Pat FitzGerald '97

-Joanne Douglas '99

Reported by Jeremy Root

Photos by Amanda Hinnant

LARGE 1 TOPPING
PIZZA

NOW DELIVERING
ON CAMPUS!

. Traditional Thin Crust Pitta Only
Coupon 7054

for
$^799
ONLY ^ /

783-7960

GOOD ON DINE-IN, CARRY-OUT AND
DELIVERY (WHERE AVAILABLE)

Fast & Convenient
BOSTON’S FAVORITE PIZZA

—|t-

Prices for Traditional Thin Crust Pizzas
Deep Dish Pizzas also available at an additional cost

Famous 3 Cheese
1 Topping

•

5.49
6.49

' -7.99
9.18'

Each Additional Topping

1.00

1.19

PRIMO PIZZAS
Our most popular traditional thin crust large
pizzasjat* asp^tial ptic^ £
Any large just $9.99

add any additional large just'$5 (limit 5)
Super Veggie* Meat Cor&bo
“Thf Wdfkr * Paparoni
Chicken & Pepper
Plus Subs, Pasta, Salads and More!

Please mention coupon when ordering.
One coupon accepted per item/visit/diel ivery.
Limited delivery area. $7.50 delivery
minimum. Delivery charge may apply. Our
drivers carry less than $20. Expires 6/30/97.

SUBS

Italian
Turkey
Tuna
Seafood
Chicken Caesar
Chicken Parmigiana
Chicken Cutlet
Meatball Parmigiana
Steak & Cheese
Supejf Steak &. Cheese
Hot Vegetarian Sub

3.19
3.59
3.59
3.59

3.59
3.69
4.39

4.19
4-59
4.59
4.59
4.19
4.99
4.59
4.59
4.69
5.39
3.79

Plus Pasta, Salads, All-You-Can-Eat Specials
and More!

2 LARGE CHEESE
OR PEPPERQN1 PIZZAS
Traditional Thin Cmst Pizza Only
2 CH. Coupon 7055
2 Roni Coupon 7056
1 Of Each 7057

ONLY

$ ^ J 99

GOOD ON DINE-IN, CARRY-OUT AND
DELIVERY (WHERE AVAILABLE) .
Please mention coupon when ordering.
One coupon accepted per item/visit/
delivery. Limited delivery area. $7.50 .
delivery minimum. Delivery charge may
apply. Our drivers carry less than $20.
Expires 6/30/97.

1 TOPPING
DEEP DISH PIZZA
FOR
ONLY

$999

GOOD ON DINE-IN, CARRY-OUT AND
DELIVERY (WHERE AVAILABLE)

Receive 10% off your entire order when you show your Bates student I.D.l
Auburn Mall

Please mention coupon when ordering.
One coupon accepted per itemArisit/
delivery. Limited delivery area. $7,50
delivery minimum. Delivery charge
may apply. Our drivers carry less than
$20. Expires 6/30/97.

